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Abstract 
Tlie present study details results from experiments investigating a surge instability on a 
cavitat irig propeller. Initially, t lie stable behavior of t lie propeller is explored, and the 
nakure arid extent of tlie cavitation is docurneiited at various experiniental conditions, 
including propeller yaw. Tlie cavitation surge instability is first explored through visual 
oirservation of tlie cavitation on the propeller blades and in the tip vortices. Particular 
note is niade of similarities between the behavior of the re-entrant jets and that noted by 
other investigators. It is also observed that the nature of the instability is closely related 
to tlie partial cavity instability observed on single, two-dimensional hydrofoils. 
Tlie flow conditioris that lead to instability are deterniined and it is shown that onset 
corresponds to a specific configuration of attached cavity lengths on an individual propeller 
blade. Pressure measurenlents are obtained from transducers withixi the experimental 
facility, arid tlie acoustic signature of the instability is identified. The magnitude of tlie 
floctllatiiig pressures is very large, presumably capable of producing severe hull vibration. 
A siniple rllodel is developed based on cavity volunie estinlates obtained from high speed 
video footage, arid the predictioiis of tlie model are compared with the expainrentally 
obtained presslires. 
To assess tlie significance of the surrotlriding facility in initiating and sust airling the 
instability, a niodel is developed for tlie experimental facility dynamics. The predictions 
of tliis model are then compared with an experimentally deterrniired facility response to 
a volurrletric excitation imposed by an oscillating piston. To quantify the response of the 
cavitation to fluctuations in test section conditions, quasistatic estimates are obtained for 
t 1 te (:mitat iou ~:oi~ipliaii(:~ and rnass flow gain factor of the propeller. These paranielers 
liave previously been enlployed iii developing sys tern transfer funct ions for cavitat ing 
piimps. 
Finally, a model is developed for tlie coirlplete system, iilcorporating both the cavi- 
tat ion and facility d y iianlics. Tlle nrodcl predicts active system dynamics and therefore 
potentially unstable behavior for two distinct frequency ranges, and one such range is hy- 
pothesized to correspond to tlie observed instability. The ability of thc model to predict 
the observed characteristics of the instability is then evaluated. 
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Nomenclat use 
The following syinbols denote the various quantities eiiconiltered throughout the experi- 
il-lents and models. 
cllord length 
fluid frictiori factor 
frequency 
acceleration of gravity 
polytropic coilstant 
reduced frey1xenc:y 
lengt 11 
inass flow rate 
frequeiicy of propeller rotation 
pressure 
surf'acc! coordinate 
time 
flow velocitty 
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cross-sectional area 
compliailce 
dianiet er 
bulk irlodulus 
energy 
advailce ratio 
cavitation compliance 
inert aiice 
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Inass flow gaiil factor 
n~xniber of propeller blades 
nucleii ilun1ber density distribution 
resist ailce 
distance fro111 source of radiated pressure 
Reynolds nunher 
Strouhal nurnber 
free stream flow velocity 
volume 
irnpetlance 
angle of attack 
angle of yaw 
inst ability damping factor 
area ratio 
angle of incident flow 
conversion factor 
viscosity 
cavitation extent parameter 
density 
cavitation number 
fraction of instability cycle 
angle of propeller rot at ion 
ailgular fre y uency 
angular frequency of propeller rotation 
Tht. following subscripts indicate lmder what conditions or at what locatiorl tlle above 
quarlt it ies are applicable. 
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attached ~avit~ation 
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ceiling-mounted pressure transducer 
cavi tat ion 
test section between ceiling mounted and centerline presstirc transducers 
diffuser tunriel sect ion 
downstream direct ion 
dispersed air bubbles 
ex& at ion 
effective 
floor-mounted pressure transducer 
test section between floor and ceiling mounted pressure transducers 
free surface of overflow tank 
ground 
propeller hub 
local 
overflow tank 
piston 
stagnation t unrlel sect ion 
sealed volurne of overflow tank 
t unrlel 
test sect iou cent erline transducer 
total cavitation 
trapped air bubbles 
propeller blade tip 
test sect ion 
upstrearn direction 
vortex 
propeller wash 
propeller cross-section 
liquid 
cavity hountlary 
vapor 
far field 
Tlle following superscripts indicate the nature of tlle above quantities. 
* dinlensional 
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S static 
In addition, the following rnatllelriatical notation is used. 
steady or unperturbed value of quarltity q 
(:onlplex fluct uat ing quantity q 
conjugate of complex quantity q 
initial or original value of quarltity q 
value of quantity q at resonance or a transfer function pole 
value of quantity q at a transfer filnctiorl zero 
change irk quarltity q 
phase angle of con~plex quantity y 
real part of cornplex quantity q 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
I11 simplest terms, cavitation refers to the change of a fluid from a liquid phase to a gaseous 
phase in response to a reduction in local pressure below the vapor pressure of the flnid. 
Under some circurxistances, the presence of cavitation can enable or enhance the operation 
of a fluid mechanical device or process. Under the great majority of circurnstanc:es, though, 
cavitation degrades the performance of the device or process. Accordingly, cavitation has 
received a great deal of attention from the fluid mechanics reseakrch community. 
1.1 Adverse Effects of Cavitation 
Tlle adverse effects of cavitation are numerous and varied, hut are most corlveniently 
categorized into the following four classes of phenomena. 
Noise. The vapor bubbles alld cavities formed during the cavitation process are 
typically convected irkto regions of higher pressure within the flow, where t hrougll 
a very energetic collapse process, they return to the liquid phase. Sorrlc? of this 
energy is e~ l i t t~ed  in the form of acoustic energy. Tlle resulting noise may be a mere 
annoyance, or wholly unai:ceptable, as in the case of a naval craft seeking silent 
operat ion. 
Mechcr,n,ical damage. The large energies associated wit11 the collapse of the vapor 
l~ubbles and cavities can generate trer~lendously large local pressures that lead to 
rapid erosion of nearby solid surfaces. This can ultimately lead to catastrophic 
failure of the device. 
Dc.cmnsed eficiency. Tlic presence of vapor cavities, partic:rrlarly orr the suction 
surfaces of hydrofoils, pulrips, and propellers, can subst ant ially alter the nature of 
the flow over thc surface. The end result of this change is often a dramatic decrease 
in the perforrnarlce, such as lift or thrust, and efficiency of the device. 
rJr$desi?*ablr: dy?aamics. The dynamics associated with the growtll and c:ollapse of 
vapor bubbles and cavities can lead tro unsteady or unstable behavior of a device 
tliat does rlot occur in tlie absence of cavitation. This behavior can present very 
serious consequences in tlie system surrounding the device undergoing the resulting 
fluctuations in performance. 
1.2 Unsteady Cavitation Studies 
1.2.1 Cloud Cavitation 
Exgcrimeilt a1 experience and t lieoret ical analyses have revealed that t lie adverse effects of 
cavitation are often augnlented under uusteady flow conditions. One particularly well doc- 
rirrlclitcd phe~iornenon associated with unsteady flow is the production of coherent clouds 
of many vapor bubbles, ternled cloud cavitation. Many investigators, including Knapp 
(1955). Bark and van Berlekorn (1978), and Kuhota, Kato, Yamaguchi, and Maeda (1989), 
have observed that the noise and mechanical danlage resulting frorn the structurally corn- 
plex collapse of cloud formations exceeds tliat implied by t lle aggregate contributions of 
the iridividual vapor bubbles. Analysis and sinlulat ion (van Wijngaarden 1964; d' Agost imo 
and Brellnen 1983; d7Agostino and Brellnen 1989: Reisman, Wang, and Brennen 1998), 
have offered ilisiglit into the lneclianisrns responsible for this increase in noise and damage. 
1.2.2 Hydrofoils 
One very well studied source of cloud cavitation is the flow over a two-dimensional hy- 
drofoil, iri particular t lie phenomenon referred to as the partial cavity instability. Wade 
arid Acosta (1966) first o1,served that the length of the cavity, I,  on a two-dimensional 
liydrofoil of chord c was stable when it was less than approximately or greater than F. 
At irlterrrlediate cavity lengths, the flow became unstable, and the cavity length fluctuated 
violently 1)etween these two lirilit s of st ability. Often, a cloud of cavitation bubbles was 
sliecl from t2lo liydrofoil during eadi fluctuation cycle. Similar ol)servations were made by 
Franc and Michel (1988), Le, Franc, and Micliel (1989), and de Langr, de Bruin, and van 
Wijngaarden (1994). 
The behavior of hydrofoils subject to forced oscillatio~i n pitch about a spanwise axis 
has also heen the subject of much research. Many investigators (Shen and Peterson 1978; 
Franc and Micllel 1988; Hart, Brennen, arlc-l Acosta 1990; Soyarna, Kat>o, arid Oba 1992; 
McKenney and Brenneli 1994; Reisnlan, Vliang, and Brennen 1998) have noted that the 
periodic nature of the pressures on the suction surface of tlie oscillatirlg hydrofoil can lead 
to even more drarnat ic product ion of cloud cavitation. 
Until very recently, the great majority of this work focused on the behavior of two- 
dirnerisional, unswept hydrofoils. However, the recent observat,ioiis of attached cavities on 
llydrofoils with sweep by Jessup (1997) and Laberteaux and Cecr:io (1998) have identified 
some important differences between the cavitation on three-dimensional swept liydrofoils 
and urlswept two-dimensional llydrofoils. Most not ably, t lie re-entrant flow on three- 
dimensiorial hydrofoils was redirected normal to the line of cavity closure, rather than 
upstream, as is typical of two-dimensional hydrofoils. Also, the large regions of closed, 
at tachod cavitation on three-dimensional llydrofoils were generally steadier than the cor- 
responding cavities on two-dimensional hydrofoils. 
1.2.3 Pumps 
Many of t hese investigations of tlie unsteady cavitation on hydrofoils suggest that the 
phenomena observed within the laborattory will also occur on a liydrofoil operating in 
nlorr open conditions. Relatively few investigators (Slien and Peters011 1978; Kjeldsen, 
Vcnnatro, Arndt , and Kcller 1999) have at tempted to account for possible interactions 
between the dyrlanlics of thc unsteady cavitation and the dy~lamics of the surroundilig 
experiment a1 facility. 
This is not the case for cavitating pumps, wllerr for some time the dynamics of the 
puriip cavitation and tlle response of the surrounding facility have been known to interact 
wit li very dramatic consequences. An exarnple is the cat as t ruyhic POGO instability 
observed in liquid propellant rockets. A great deal of research has therefore h e n  focused 
on quant ify ing t lle cavitation dynamics involved in oscillat,ions of this nature. A relatively 
consistent approach has been adopted, wit li cffort)s aimed at developing a transfer nratrix 
characterizing the relatioilsliip between tlre fluctuating pressure and rnass flow rate at tlie 
purrrp inlet, and discharge. This transfer matrix thus represents the dynamic behavior of 
tlie p ~ ~ ~ i i p ,  ncluding tlie cavitation. 
I11 determining the elernerlts of this transfer niatrix, two important parameters have 
1)eeii identified. The cavitation cornpliailce aecouuts for the effective compressibility of 
the cavitatiiig flow between tlle inlet and outlet (Brennen and Acosta 1973) and was 
shown to play an inlportant role in several observed llydraulic systeirl instabilities. Tlle 
iriass flow gain factor, representing the response of the cavitation to variations in tlie iiilet 
mass flow rate, was identified by Brenneil arid Acosta (1976). It was later demonstrated 
that this parameter, for wliich a typically positive value implies an increase in cavitatiorl 
volume witli decreasing inlet mass flow rate, is a key factor in sustaining instabilities such 
as cavitation surge (Brennen 1978; Tsujirrloto, Kamijo, and Yoshida 1993). 
The effects of the mass flow gain factor on tlie pump dynailiics and the surrounding 
hydraulic system suggested by these analyses were confirmed experiinentally (Braisted and 
Brennen 1978; Braisted arld Brennen 1980) by observing tlie auto-oscillation of cavitatiilg 
iiitlucers. The first attempts to experimentally measure the mass flow gain factor as 
well as tlie cavitation coiripliance and the other coriiponents of the transfer matrix were 
perforrlictd by Ng and Brennen (1978). More precise ~rleasurements were later obtained by 
Brennen, Meissner, Lo, and Hoffman (1982). More recently, the frequency depeiidence of 
tlie niass flow gain factor has been explored theoretically by Otsuka, Tsujirrloto, Karnijo, 
and Furuya (1996). 
1.2.4 Propellers 
The majority of ilivestigatiorzs exploring the unsteady cavitatiilg behavior of propellers has 
focused on the consequences of the varying inflow encountered hy a propeller blade as it 
rotates through tlie irregular wake behind a sliip hull. Huse (1972) was the first to explore 
tlie resulting variations in cavity volunie and their effect 011 the pressures gerlerated by 
tlie cavit ;kt ion. The arriplit lide of the pressure fluctuations and the induced vibrations of 
the ship hull were found to be orders of niagnitude greater than for the case of steady 
cavitation. A surnrrlary of the large body of work focused on tlie propeller-hull vibratioli 
prol~lenl is offered in Weitendorf (1989). A discussion of tlie various unsteady cavitation 
structures that can result froni the irregular wake is presented by Bark (1986). McKenney 
(1995) explored the u~isteady flow field encountered by a yawed propeller and its effect 
on ti y vortex cavitation. 
1.3 Current Work 
Few if any cavitating propeller investigations have adopted an approach similar to the 
cavitating puriip analyses and explored the possible interaction between unsteady pro- 
peller cavitation and the dynamics of the surrounding environment. The goal of this work 
is to ut ilixe concepts garnered from general unsteady cavitation research and exterrd sev- 
eral specific concepts fro111 investigations of cavitating pump instabilities to describe and 
explain a previously uriobserved cavitation surge instability 011 a propeller. 
The instability is characterized by a periodic fluctuation in cavitation extent on tlie 
propeller t-)lades and in the tip vortices. Tlie res~lt~irlg pressure fluctuations are dramatic, 
and propagate ttliroughout the surrounding experirriental facility. It is hoped that a bet- 
ter tinderstaliding of the instability will help mitigate the potential increase in propeller 
damage arid hull vibration should the iristability occur in a sliip wake environment. 
The details of the experiment a1 facilities and techniques employed throughout t l ~ e  work 
are presented in Cliapter 2. Tlie steady cavitating behavior of the propeller is described in 
the initial portion of Chapter 3, with observations niade regarding tlie extent and nature 
of the cavitation under varied experimental conditions. Tlie rernailider of Chapter 3 
describes the observed cavitating propeller instability, including the nature and extent of 
the cavitation tlirougliout the instability cycle) the fluctuating pressures generated by the 
iristability, the onset of tlie instability, and the variation of the instability frequency. 
To investigate the possible effects of the surrounding llydraulic syst,ern, a rnotfel for the 
facility clynanlics is developed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5, drawing on sorrle of the results 
o1)tained irr Chapter 3, more precisely q~xantifies trlle dyrlamics of the propeller cavitation. 
Tllese separate d yrlarrlics are then corlsidered toget her in Chapter 6 to offer irksight into 
the origin and behavior of the instability. Finally, corlclusions drawn from the research 
and recornmendations for future topics of investigation are presented in Chapter 7. 
Chapter 2 
Experimental Facilities and Met hods 
Sui-nmarized in this chapter are the experimental facilities and methods used through- 
out the investigation. All of the experiments were conducted in t hc Keck Engineering 
Laboratory on the Caltech campus. A combirlat ion of existing and original experimelital 
eyuipirlerlt was employed. 
2.1 Low Turbulence Water Tunnel Facility 
The experiments investigating the cavitating behavior of the   nod el propeller werc con- 
ducted in the Low Turbulerlce Water Tunnel (LTWT) facility. Originally designed to 
study the effect of particulates 011 turbulent flows, the later addition of a vacuum system 
allowed for the study of cavitation phenomena. A complete description of the f'itcility can 
hr: fou~ld in Gates (1977). 
An overview of the features of the facility is given in Figure 2.1. A 22.5 kW DC motor 
driving a mixed flow purrlp is used to vary the flow rate in the tunnel. At peak output from 
the pump, the 16: l corltraction ratio produces a flow velocity of approximately 10 ms-' 
thro~igh the test section, which has a length of 2.5 ?re arrd a 0.3 rn square cross-section. 
A vacuum pump applied to the interior of an overflow tank containing the free surface of 
the facility is used to adjust the static pressure throughout the facility. In this manner, 
the test section static pressure can be varied from 20 to 112 kPa .  
Tlle test section static pressure and thc flow velocity are calculated by a Zenith In- 
tel 8086 based computer which monitors tllc output of pressure transducers connected to 
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Figure 2.1 : Overview of Low Turbulence Water Tunnel facility. 
taps hot11 upstream and downstream of tlie contraction. During the cavitating propeller 
experiments, the pressure transducer signals were corrupted by noise frorrl the inverter 
driving the propeller motor. In this case, the pressure nieasurernents were taken from a 
rnarlorneter system connected to the same set of pressure taps. 
The facility is also equipped with a deaeration system to control the air content within 
the tunnel. This allows for tlle total air content, incorporating both dissolved air and free 
air bubbles within the facility, to be varied from approximately 14 pprn, upon filling 
tlie facility, to as low as 3 ppm. Tlle total air content is determined using a Van Slyke 
rrlagnernatic blood gas apparatus. Finally, corrosion is controlled through the addit ion 
of sodium chromate to tlle water within tllc facility. The effectiveness of this additive is 
enhanced with the further acidition of potassium hydroxide. 
Figure 2.2: Propeller drive experimental setup. Shown at left is the propeller and propeller 
drive assembly with the propeller mounted upstream of the gear case, outside of the tunnel 
test section on an asseml)ly cart. At right is a detailed view of the motor, drive shaft, 
bearing and seal assenil>ly, and optical shaft errcoder. 
2.2 Propeller Experiments 
2.2.1 Propeller and Propeller Drive 
Photographs of the propeller drive assembly used in the cavitating propeller experiments 
arc shown in Figure 2.2. Originally developed and described in detail by McKenney (1995), 
this assembly is composed of a 3.75 kW motor, drive shaft, bearing and seal assembly, 
right angle gear case, and propeller shaft. The motor, drive shaft, and bearing and seal 
asse~nbly are supported by a right angle bracket that is attached to the underside of the 
test section bottom panel. The right angle gear case and propeller shaft are mounted 
flus11 to the opposing sidc of this panel, placing then1 within the tunnel test section. 
The gear case and propeller shaft subassernbly can be pivoted about the gear case 
base, allowing the propeller to be operated at various yaw angles with respect to the 
irlcorning flow. A full half turn of the gear case i11 this nlanrler enables the propeller to 
be operated either upstream or downstrcarn of the support strut. During such a change 
in configuration, the propeller was remounted on the propeller shaft to restore proper 
Figure 2.3: Propeller, propeller mount, and right angle gear case. 
orientation relative to the incoming flow. More detailed photograplils of the propeller and 
gear case assembly are provided in Figure 2.3. 
The propeller utilized in the current, experiments is different than that described in 
the work of McKerrney (1995). On loan fror~r the David Taylor Model Basin, Navy Model 
Propeller 5236 is a 1:6.7 scale model of a patrol boat design. The six bladed model has 
a nlaxirnum blade chord length of 88.0 ntrrc, a diameter of 190.5 rnrrt, a hub diarneter of 
47.6 ~ m ,  and a bore diameter of 12.7 rn77t. An effective radius, representirlg the average 
radius ill an areal sense, can be defined as 
and evaluated as Reff  = 66.7 7rr77t. The chord length at this effective radius, ceff = 
87.8 rnrrt, is very nearly the maxinrurn chord length. 
The bore diameter of the new propeller is larger t l~an  the diarlreter of the drive as- 
sembly propeller shaft. A sleeve for the existing shaft was machined to accommodate 
this discrepancy in diameters. A diametric. pin assures that the sleeve rotates with the 
urrclerlying shaft. Threads at the end of the sleeve nearest the gear case allow for attach- 
merit of a tapered skirt to siriootll the flow between the propeller hub diameter and the 
diameter of tlle gear case bearing and seal assembly. Finally, a nose cone is attached with 
axial screws to the opposite end of the sleeve, clamping the propeller hub between the 
nose (:one and skirt. Tlle semi-ellipsoidal nose coile is shaped to yield a smooth inflow to 
the propeller when operating upstreain of the gear case and minimize hul-> vortex cavita- 
tion when operating downstreain of the gear case. The skirt and nose colic arc readily 
distinguished in the photographs of Figure 2.3. 
The cxistiilg motor in the McKenney propeller drive was capable of operating speeds 
up to 3450 rpm, providing propeller rotation speeds up to 1550 rprn after reduction by 
the gear case. To explore higher propeller speeds, a precision balanced, fan cooled Baldor 
motor was installed to permit motor speeds of 5000 rpm and propeller speeds of 2250 rsp?n. 
However, depending on the tunriel flow velocity, propeller speeds in excess of 1900 rp?n 
typically maximize the power handling capabilities of the Sabina type 9558 inverter used 
to drive the motor. 
Visible in Figure 2.2 is a BE1 Motion Systenls optical shaft encoder attached to the 
drivc shaft of the propeller drive assernbly. The 1440 pulses per revolutiort output form this 
erlcotler are nloilitored by a tinling box with circuitry that, adjusting for the reduction 
provided by the gear case, determines the propeller rotation speed. The tinling box 
can also be used to provide triggers for other equipment such as strolle lights and data 
acquisition software at  a selected angle of propeller rotation. 
2.2.2 Pressure Measurements 
Pressure transducers were installed at various locations wit hivl the tunnel test section 
to record the pressures generated by the ~avit~ating propeller. PCB Piezotronics model 
HS 1 13A21 quartz pressure transducers, with a 100 k H z  bandwidth, were flush-rnounted 
in both the floor and ceiling of the tunnel test section. As show11 irl Figure 2.4, the floor- 
mounted transdncer was placed almost directly underneath the propeller when configured 
downstream of the gear case, while the ceiling-momited transducer was placed approxi- 
mately 0.40 upstrranl. A more detailed discussiorl of the installati011 and operation of 
these transducers is provided by Reisman (1997). 
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Figure 2.4: Sdiematic of propeller drive installation and pressure transducer locations 
within tunnel test section. The propeller is shown here mounted downstream of the gear 
case. The pressure transducers flush-mounted to the floor and ceiling of the test section 
arc! also shown. 
2.2.3 Visual Observations 
Direct Observations 
In many cases, the most efficient met hod of obtaining exp erinlental data was through 
direct visual observation of the propeller. This was accomplished through the use of one 
or more strobe lights, triggered by a pulse from the timing box described in Section 2.2.1. 
Strobe lights from several manufacturers were used, including an EG&G Optoelectronics 
549 Microflash and a General Radio Strobotac 1531-A. Tlle best results were obtained 
with a Chadwick Helrnuth system collsistirlg of a 8490-5 Strobex slave power supply and 
a 270D light head. This system is capable of responding to triggering rates as high as 
500 H z ,  and produces flashes of approxiruately 5 ps duration. 
Typically, the strobes were triggered once per revolution, producing a phase-averaged 
view of the propeller at the desired rotation position. During relatively steady operation 
of t hc cavitat ing propeller, this allowed for reliable visualization of the cavitation. 
Still Photographs 
In those cases where a phase-averagetl view of tlie propeller was not adequate and in cases 
wlzerc ra:ording tlie propeller cavitation was desired, still photographs were taken. Tliis 
was ac~ornplished by opening tlie camera shutter in a completely darkened laboratory, 
prodlicing a single strobe flash, then closilig the camera shutter. In this manner the 
slluttcr speed of the caniera was effectively reduced to tlie duration of tlle strobe flash. 
Proper adjustrrleut of the camera aperture was therefore essmt ial, but could only be 
deterlnined t llrough a trial and error process. Unc:ertainties and inconsistencies in the 
processing of color print fill11 posed great difficulties during tliis iterative process. Despite 
atternpts with various different color print films, i~lcluding Kodacolor Gold 400, Fujicolor 
Super G Plus 400, and F~ijicolor Super HG 1600, truly satisfactory results could not be 
achieved. The greater certainty and repeatability of slide fill11 processing allowed for much 
better imaging. The majority of slide images were obtained using Kodak 400 Elite I1 color 
slide filni. 
High Speed Movies 
High speed motion pictures of the cavitatiiig propeller were also obtained. The films 
were acquired with a LOC:AM I1 16 rnrn high speed motion picture camera manufactured 
by Redlake Corporation. Tliis camera offers framing rates up to 500 f p s  and shutter 
speeds as fast as s. Several early experiments were filmed using Kodak Ektaclirome 
7250 color reversal filrn, but better results were acliieved with Kodak Vision 500'1' color 
negative film. 
Due to the extremely fast shutter speeds required to freeze the propeller rrlotion effec- 
tively, providing sufficient liglitirig for the camera was a cllallenge. Various 500 TV halogen 
lanips were used, but superior lighting was obtained using several Lowel Pro lights. Al- 
though these lights are rateti at only 250 W ,  their lamps contain higher temperature 
filaments with an enlissiorl spectrtirn more closely matched to the sensitivity spectrum of 
the film, and their reflectors yield irnproved directiorlality of the emitted light. 
Improved image quality was also obtained after extensive experimentation revealed 
that a bright red paint applied to tlze propeller reflected copious amounts of light froxu the 
propeller blades but still allowed for sharp di~tirlct~ion f both clear and bubbly cavitation. 
T ln~  cfloice of backdrop t)c?hind the tunnel test section also played a role in determining 
the quality of the films, with black felt providing the best results. 
High Speed Video 
The high speed movie camera described above is very tedious to load and operate, and 
processing of the film, particularly color negative film, is very costly. As such, the great 
~najority of motion capture was performed with a high speed digital video camera. This 
system, also manufactured by Redlake, offers an q u a 1  framing rate of 500 f p s  but a 
slightly slower shutter speed of & s. The lighting used in conjunction with the digital 
camera was the same as that used for the filrrl carnera. Video acquired by the system was 
archived t hrougll transfer to VHS video tape. 
2.3 Oscillating Piston Experiments 
2.3.1 Oscillating Piston Mechanism 
Experirrlents exploring the response of the facility to a volurnetric excitation were con- 
ducted using the setup shown scliematically in Figure 2.5. The output from an oscillating 
piston was directed into the tunnel test section through a short run of essentially rigid 
pipe. Tlle mechanism used to oscillate t)he piston was adapted from the oscillating hydro- 
foil apparatus originally developed by Hart (1993). A 750 W rrlotor was used to rotate 
a shaft to which a linkage leading to the piston was eccentrically coupled. To achieve 
very low oscillatiorl frequencies, the motor was connected to a worm gear box with a 15:2 
reduction, which was then coupled to the eccentric shaft. This ensured smooth operation 
of the piston even at extrenlely low frequencies. The motor, gear box, bearing blocks for 
the shaft, and piston were all rigidly mounted to a lieavy aluminum. base plate. 
Ex~)erin~erlts were conducted with the base plate in several locations, but the best 
results were achieved with the plate or1 top of the test sectiorr, as this allowed for the 
shortest length of pipe between the piston and illjectioil point. This minimized the pres- 
sure fluctuations associated with tho acceleration of the fluid within the connecting pipe, 
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Figure 2.5: Oscillating piston experimental setup. 
arid therefore also minimized the likelihood of cavitation on the piston face during suction 
strokes. In this configuration, the alurnirlurri base plate was directly and rigidly attached 
to the tunnel test section frame. 
The range of oscillation frequencies explored was 0 - 20 Hz,  controlled by direct 
variation of tlie motor speed. Freqtieilcies above f = 20 H z  resulted in excessive vibration 
of tlie motor ancl piston assembly. The eccentricity of the connection between the piston 
and motor was variable, allowing a range of oscillating pistori amplitudes of 2.0 to 15.0 rnm 
to be investigated. To ensure that tlie rriotion of the piston remained as nearly sinusoidal 
as possible, the pressure within the facility was adjusted to balance the pressures on either 
side of the oscillating piston. 
The piston, manufttctured by Birnba Manufacturing Company, was originally designed 
for use as a prieumatic cylinder, but due to its stainless steel and aluminum construction 
and we11 desig~ied seals, it performed adequately as a hydraulic piston. Extensive wear, 
though, required that the pistons be periodically replaced. The piston bore diameter and 
bore length are 38 mrr~ and 70 mm, respectively. The original outlet from the piston was 
plugged and a new opening was drilled and tapped to allow for direct connection of the 
in  pipe leading to the test section. 
2.3.2 Pressure Measurements 
The fluctuating pressures within the facility resulti~ig from the piston rnotio~i were mea- 
sured witli two pressure transducers, as shown in Figurc 2.5. The flush-mouiited trans- 
d ucer iri tlre test section ceiling described in Section 2.2.2 recorded the fluctuating static 
pressure 0.51 m upstrearri frorn the pistorr injection point. In addition, a Setra Systerris 
model 239E transducer recorded the fluctuating static pressure at the tunnel mid-line 
0.41 rn firrtlrer upstream. The 10 rr t s  response tirile of this transducer was sufficierit to 
cay turcl tlre excitation frequency of the oscillating piston. Both the frequency and the 
aniplitude of the pressure oscillations were determined through cross-correlat ion of the 
measured response witli co~nplex fluctuating responses of various frequencies. Finally, by 
rnonitoririg the 1024 pulses per revolution output of an optical shaft encoder niounted on 
t lie rriotor driving the oscillating piston, the phase difference between the pistorr motion 
and pressure oscillations could also be determined. 
2.4 Data Acquisition and Processing 
During tlie earliest experiments, data acquisition of tlie pressure transducer arid shaft 
encoder signals was performed by an R. C . Electro~lics ISC- 16 digital data acquisition card 
and accompanying software operating on an Iritel80486 based computer. The performarice 
of tliis syste~ii s described in R,eisrnari (1997). Following the failure of tliis system, a 
CompliterBoards CIO-DAS801 system was installed in ari Intel Perrtium based computer. 
This system is capable of acquiring up to eight charir~els of data at a sampling rate of 
50 k H z .  
111 inany cases, signal conditioning was performed in the laboratory at the time of the 
exycriment. To prevent aliasing, low-pass filtering was performed prior to analog to digital 
conversion using a Krohn-Hite 3202R four channel filter. Wlien needed, amplification 
was provided by amplifiers asserrlbled by Caltech technicians. In addition, a Stallford 
R.esearc:li Systems SRB6O was used for amplifyi~ig and filtering a single chan~rel. Amy 
further (zorrdit ioning rieeded a ~ i d  all post-experiirient data analysis was conducted using 
routiiies written in MathWorks7 MATLAB tecliriical computing software. 
Chapter 3 
Cavitating Propeller Experiments 
Upon installation of the model propeller in the LTWT facility, experiments began with the 
propeller mounted upstrear11 of the gear case. This avoided any complications associated 
with the flow irregularities present in the wake of tlie gear case. Tllese early investigations 
revealed illsight into the steady cavitating behavior of the propeller at a range of operating 
conditions. 
The nature and focus of the work changed dramatically when the propeller was oper- 
ated downstrealxi of the gear case. Immediately apparent following this change in config- 
urat ion was an unstable cavitating behavior of the propeller. Efforts were subsequently 
focused on better documeilting and uliderstandirlg this instability. 
3.1 Experimental Parameters 
As described in Chapter 2, tlie conditions within the test section of the facility were 
varied by adjusting the propeller yaw angle, propeller rotation speed, test section static 
pressure, and test section free stream velocity. Each of these factors influences the extent 
of cavitation present or the likelihood of cavitation inception if none is present. 
Sirlce cavitation occurs where local pressures below vapor pressure are attained in 
the flow, it is clear that lowering the ambient static pressure within the test sc?ction will 
increase the extent of cavitation present. Furthermore, t,he ability of the propeller to 
create the requisite pressure reduction is related to its rotation speed, with higher speeds 
leading to more dramatic: spatial variation in local pressure. These two concepts are 
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Figure 3.1: Effective angle of attack of propeller blade. 
effect ively surnrnarized by the dimensionless cavitation number, 
where pt is the test section centerline static pressure, pr- the vapor pressure of water, p 
tllc density of water, and Ut,, the tip speed of the propeller. 
Also of great importance in tletermir1i:tlg the extent of cavitation present is the effective 
anglc of attack of the individual propeller blades, as this determines the amount of pressure 
reduction that will occur on the suction surfaces. As shown in Figure 3.1, tlrt tip velocity 
and tlle tunnel velocity, Ut, combine to yield an effective angle of attack, a, below the 
geometric angle of at tack, a,. More precisely, 
where the advance ratio has been introduced, defined as 
Here r b  is the rotation speed of the propeller, in cycles per second, and D the propeller 
diameter. The advance ratio reflects the propulsive effort provided by the propeller, in 
that at a sufficiently high advance ratio, the propeller will no longer provide any thrust 
at all ljut will instead slip srrlootlily tlrrougli the flow. 
This alialysis becomes nlorr complex when tllr propeller is yawed relative to the test 
section flow. Tllen, the eRec;tive angle attack is not lricrely a fil~ictio~l of the test section 
flow velocity and propeller rotatiox1 speed, but augular position as well (McKenney 1995), 
with 
,J cos /? 
a = a o -  
n- 4- cJ sin ,6 cos cj ' I 
where ,O is the yaw angle and cj is the allgular position of the propeller blade relative to 
top dead center. 
3.2 Stable Cavitating Behavior 
3.2.1 Propeller at Zero Yaw 
Experi~xielits were run wit li the propeller lnoulited npstrearn of the gear case to investigate 
the hellavior of the propeller under various parametric conditions. Operation in this 
configuration was typically characterized by steady cavitating behavior, and was therefore 
amenable to both the direct visual observation arid photographic techniques described in 
Section 2.2.3. 
Figure 3.2 shows a photograph of the propeller under moderate ravitating conditions. 
Visible in the photograph are many features characteristic; of the cavitation typically ob- 
served on the model propeller. Most striking is the helical pattern of the cavitatirlg tip 
vortices shed from the propeller tips, persisting for several propeller diameters down- 
stream despite interference from the gear case. Closer inspection of the cavitation on the 
propeller blades reveals that the cavitation may bc divided into two principal regions of 
clear, attached cavitation, a d  bubbly, detached cavitation. These features are shown 
schematically in Figure 3.3. 
Also detailed in Figure 3.3 is a method of quantifying the extent of cavitation present 
on the propeller blades. The cavitation extent varies substarltially with radial location, 
Figure 3.2: Photograph of stable propeller cavitation. Propeller cavitating upstream of 
the gear case wit11 p = 0°, T L  = 28.3 H z ,  J = 0.68, and a = 0.19. 
Attached Cavitation 
Figure 3.3: Schematic of cavitation features and cavitation extent. 
1)ut is rnost easily characterized by a single length, I t ,  the rnaxinluni cavitation extent 
measured locally perpendicular to the leading edge. A secorld rneasure defined in the same 
manner is the lengt 11, l a ,  of t lle attached cavity. Tllese lcngt hs call he non-dirrierlsionalized 
by c, the rnaxiinunl chord length of the propeller. 
Figtlrc. 3.4 shows tlle cavitation extents, $ and $- , for a propeller at zero yaw rotating 
at rt, = 25.0 H z ,  at various cavitation nunlbers and advance ratios. Readily apparent is 
that morc cavitatiorl is present at lower advarlce ratios arid cavitation nun~bers, consisterlt 
with the arguments of Section 3.1. This data was obtained by maintaining a constant 
teat sectiorl flow velocity while varying the test section static pressure. Experiments were 
also conducted by varying the test section flow velocity at a corlstant test section static 
pressure, and sirliilar results were obtained. 
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show data obtained at higher propeller rotation speeds. The 
flow conditions investigated are somewhat different for each of the rotation speeds. In 
particular, tho range of cavitation numbers is lower for higher speeds as the increased 
propt:ller speed results in lower cavitation numbers across the range of attainable test 
section pressures. Also, because a considerable test section flow velocity was required to 
avoid overloading the driving inverter when operating the propeller at the highest rotation 
speed, the rninimurrl advance ratio investigated at tliat rotation speed is higlier than at 
tllc lower rotat ion speeds. 
In gerleral, t lle data at these higher propeller rotat ion sy eeds exhibits similar trends 
to those seen in Figure 3.4. Careful cornparison of the three figures, though, reveals some 
important distirlctions. Even at identical cavitation numbers and advance ratios, the 
extent of cavitation observed is substantially different at various propeller rotatiou speeds, 
with higlier speeds resulting in more cavitation. This suggests that the cavitation number 
does not cornpletely account for the effects of rotation speed as implied in Sectiori 3.1. 
At the lower rotation speeds, the attached cavitation fraction is more strongly a func- 
tion of cavitation number than advance ratio. At the highest rotation speed, though, the 
attaclled cavitation fraction changes more noticeably with varying advance ratio. This is 
likely attributable to the fact that at the highest rotation speed, the attached c:avitation 
cony>oses a larger port ion of the total cavitation extent and therefore follows more c:losely 
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Figure 3.4: Cavitation extent at low rotation speed. Propeller operating at P = Oo,  
11 = 25.0 H z .  Upper plot shows the total cavitation fraction, $, lower plot the attached 
cavitation fraction, $. The contours are based on a fit to the experimental data points 
( 0 ) .  
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Figure 3.5: Cavitation extent at rrmderate rotation speed. Propeller operating at ,6 = 0°, 
7% = 28.3 H z .  Upper plot shows the total cavitation fraction, !, lower plot the attached 
c:avit;ttion fraction, $. The contours are based on a fit to the experimental data points 
( 0 ) .  
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Figure 3.6: Cavitation extent at high rotation speed. Propeller operating at  /? = 0°, 
7 1  = 31.7 H z .  Upper plot shows the total cavitation fraction $, lower plot the attaclled 
cavitation fraction %. The contours are based on a fit to the experimental data points 
( 0 ) -  
the trend seer1 for the total camitation fraction at all rotation speeds. This discrepancy 
also implies that the cavitation r~rr lber  and advance ratio do not completely encapsulate 
the experimental conditions, and therefore do not summarize the cavitatirlg behavior of 
tlle propeller as effkctively as one rrligllt hopc. 
Also noteworthy is that the data taken at 25.0 H x  and particularly 28.3 H z  shows 
a decrease in the exterlt of attadled cavitation below an advance ratio of approximately 
J = 0.75. This is in oppositioll t,o the overall trend of illcreasing cavitation with decreasing 
advance ratio. Unfortullat,ely, due to the restrict ion in the lrlinirnurn achievable advance 
ratio, this trerld could not be explored at  the higliest propeller rotation speed. 
3.2.2 Propeller at Yaw 
Tlic behavior of the propeller at yaw was also considered. In these experiments, the 
gear case and propeller asserlibly were rotated such tliat tlie upstream propeller axis was 
right of the incoming flow, corresponding to a negative value of the yaw angle defined in 
Equation 3.5. Observatio~is were also rrlade with the propeller placed at a positive yaw 
angle, wit 11 no noticeable difference in the results. 
Shown in Figure 3.7 are the total cavitation extents measured at various angular 
positions on tlie propeller disc of rotation. For comparison, the effective angle of attack 
of Equation 3.5 is also shown. This calculatiou is based on a geometric angle of attack of 
no = 2Z0, an estimate of the geonietric angle of attack at  the effective propeller radius, 
Reif = 0.7Rt,,. This choicc of a, is somewhat arbitrary, as the actual geometric angle of 
attack varies greatly with radial posit ion due to the complicated blade geometry. 
As would be expected based on Equation 3.5,  the measured cavitation extent on tlie 
propeller at a negative yaw angle reaches a maximum at an angular positiori of 4 = 180". 
Also consistent is the fact that the data at lower advance ratios shows, on average, a 
greater ca,vit at ion extent. Fillally, like the eff'ect ive angle of attack, t lie cavitation extent 
at higher advance ratios shows a stronger variation with angular position. 
Very interesting is that at higher advance ratios, the peak cavitation extent obtained 
at (1, = 180" is equal to or greater tliarl tliat obtained at lower advance ratios. This is 
surprising giver1 t llat the effective angle of attack at this angular position is substantially 
u 
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Figlire 3.7: Cavitation extent for yawed propeller. Propeller operating at ,B = -Is0, 
7~ = 28.3 H z ,  and a = 0.17. Upper plot sllows the t?otal cavitatiox~ fraction $ at various 
angular locations (0 ) .  Lower plot shows the effective angle of attack ry predicted by 
Equation 3.5 based on a geometric angle of attack of a!,, = 22". Data and calculations are 
shown for J = 1.1 1 (-), 0.93 (--), 0.75 ( 0  - .), and 0.70 (. . . ). 
lower at the higher advance ratios. Thus, while t he average cavitation extent throughout 
the rotat ion and tlir angular locat ion of the peak cavitation extent are accurately predicted 
by tlic effective arigle of attack, the value of the peak cavitation extent is not. This strorlgly 
suggests that tlie cavitation extent does not simply track tlie varying effective angle of 
attack but is irlflllenced by more complicated cavitation dynamics as well. The fact that 
the peak cavitation extent remains ceritered at the greatest effective angle of attack irnplies 
that any such dynanlics must have rapid response times relative to the propeller rotatiori 
speeds. 
3.3 Unstable Cavitating Behavior 
3.3.1 General Description of the Instability 
The experiments investigating the stable cavit-ating 1)ehavior of the propeller indicate that 
the extent of cavitation is largely but not fully described by the cavitation nurrlber and 
advance ratio. Thc yawed propeller experilnerlt s indicate t liat cavitation dynamics car1 
lead to variations irr cavitation extent beyond those predicted by an effective angle of 
at t ac:k calculation. 
A more striking example of such variation in cavitation extent was observed when 
experilnents were cont-fucted with the propeller located downstream and therefore in the 
wake of the gear case. Under certain experimental co~lditions, an unstable behavior of 
the cavitation was observed. This instability was characterized by a periodic increase and 
decrease in the extent of ravitatiori both on the propeller blades and in the tip vortices 
shed dowrlstrearn. This flrzctuation in cavitation extent was readily apparent to t lie na,ked 
eye, arid occurred evenly and synchronously on all blades and at all angular locations. 
The frequency of the fluctuation was typically very steady, at a value in tlie range 
f = 9 - 11 Hz. Tlle instability was observed across a range of propeller rotation speeds 
of approxinlately rl = 28.3 - 31.7 Hz. However, in light of the effects of propeller rotation 
speed on the cavitating behavior of tlie propeller unaccou~ited for by the advance ratio 
and c:avitatioml number, the rrlajority of the experinlents irlvestigating the instability were 
conducted within a narrower range of rotation speeds of 7 t  = 30.0 - 30.8 Nx. 
Figure 3.8: Photograph of re-entrant jet on three-dimensional hydrofoil. The suction 
surface of a llydrofoil spanning a water tunnel test sectiorl is shown with an incident flow 
from top to bottom in the pliotograph. The hydrofoil, with 30" of sweep, is mounted at  
a = 2". U = 10.1 ins-' and rr = 0.7, based on tlie incident flow speed. Reproduced from 
LaF~erteaux and Ceccio (1 998) with the authors' perniission. 
3.3.2 Re-entrant Jet Behavior on Swept Hydrofoils 
Wliile no record of an instability of this nature is found in the literature, preliminary visual 
inspection of the instability revealed sinlilarities to observations made by previous inves- 
tigators cllaracterizirlg the cavitation on three-dirnensional, swept hydrofoils. Figure 3.8 
shows a photograph of the cavitation on a swept liydrofoil obtained by Laberteaux and 
Ceccio (1998). Figure 3.9 contains a diagram summarizing the structure of thc cavitation. 
In the photograph and diagram, a region of clear cavitatioli attached to the leading edge 
is encroached upon by a structure referred to as a re-entrant jet, emanating from the 
cavity closure region. As this plume of water penetrates under the cavity from the line 
of closure, it strips the clear, attached cavitation from the surface of the hydrofoil and 
produces the bubbly cavitation present further downstream. 
As can be seen frorn the photograph and diagram, the cavity closure line is not normal 
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Figure 3.9: Scllematic of re-entrant jet on three-dimensional hydrofoil. Shown are the 
orientation and evolution of the re-entrant jet for the flow over a three-dimensional swept 
hydrofoil, based on tlie pliotograph of Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of reflection of re-entrant jet at a cavity closure. Shown is the re- 
flection of a re-entrant jet at an inclined cavity closure. Adapted from de Lange, de Bruin, 
and van Wijngaarde~i (1994). 
to the direction of incoming flow, as would 1 ) ~  the case for a two-dimensional hydrofoil, but 
ratllcr is inclined as a result of the leading edge sweep. As indicated by de Lange, de Bruin, 
and van Wi,jngaartIen (1994), in such geometries the re-entrant jet is not directed upstream 
but instead at a reflected angle from the line of cavity closure. This n:reclranisn:i is detailed 
in Figure 3.10. Outhoard of the point wlirre the resultiilg re-entrant jet impinges upon 
t,llr leading edge of tlie liydrofoil, very unsteady cavity closure is observed, in contrast to 
tht: clean and steady closure observed inboard of this point of impingement. A similar 
plleliomenon has been noted in photographs of a swept hydrofoil obtained by Jessup 
(1997). 
3.3.3 Description of the Instability Cycle 
Figure 3.11 shows selected frames from high speed video footage of the instahility 011 the 
cavitating propeller. The number indicated in eapch frame corresponds to the fraction, T ,  
of the instability cycle elapsed. Tlle begitiniiig of tlie instability cycle is chosen arbitrarily 
to coincide with the mirlirnal cavitation extent. This condition, as seen in the first frame 
of Figllrr 3.11, is characterized by a relatively small region of bubbly cavitation along the 
leadi~lg edge of the propeller blade. 
Further into the instability cycle, at r = 0.25, the cavity has grown substaritially 
towards the trailing edge of the propeller blade. A re-entrant jet is distinguishable as it is 
swept back from the leading edge, its position indicated by a white arrow. The spanwise 
location at wllicll the re-entrant jet reaches the leading edge of the propeller blade is easily 
seen. As was observed by Laberteaux and Ceccio (1998), the cavity closure downstrear11 
arid outboard of this location, in this case above and to the left, is very unsteady. 
The cavity reaches its illaxirnurn extent at approxirnately T = 0.70. At this stage of 
tho instability cycle, a supercavitating coridition is obtained when the cavity near the 
tip of the propeller blade extends rearward past the trailing edge of the blade. As this 
cavitation is entrained int,o the tip vortices it leads to a readily observed increase in the 
diameter of tlie vortices shed downstream of the propeller. No re-entrant jet is visible, 
presulliably because the jet fluid has been swept past the cavity closure region. 
By r = 0.92 the cavitation has begun to decrease in extent, receding towards tllc 
Fignrc 3.11: Cavitation variation during instability cycle. Presented is a sequence of 
sequential but not consecutive frames taken from high speed video footage, showing the 
variation in cavitation seen on an individual propeller blade during the instability cycle. 
The n~imber in the lower left corner of each frame, r, indicates the fraction of the instability 
cycle elapsed. 
leading edge of the propeller blades. The re-entrant jet can again be observed, indicated 
by the white arrow. as it begirls its rush forward towards the leading edge. When the 
re-czltrant jet reaclles the leading edge at nearly all spanwise locations, the cavitation 
returns to the minimal configuration shown at r = 0.00. 
3.3.4 Similarities to the Partial Cavity Instability 
The preceding description suggests several similarities between the instability cycle and 
the well documenteci partial cavity instability ol)served on two-dimensional hydrofoils 
(Wade and Acosta 1966; Franc and Michel 1988; Le, Franc, and Michel 1989; de Lange, 
(ic Bruin, and van Wijngaardell 1994). First, tlle cavity length on the propeller blade 
is fluctuating between two very different but corlsist,ent values. Furthermore, the cavity 
le~lgt~lls about which tlle fluctuation occurs are comparable to thrt chord lrngtll of the 
~~ropeller blade. Finally, the frequency of thc fluctuation is quitc low. Wade and Acosta 
(1966) reported reduced frequencies, k: = $1., based on cllord length, c, and illconling flow 
velocity, l J ,  in tlle range k = 0.07 - 0.14. Other investigators (Le, Franc, and Michel 1989; 
de Lange, de Bruin, and van Wijngaarden 1904) encounteretl somewhat higher values of 
approximately k = 0.34. If a reduced frequency for the propeller i~lstahility is computed 
based on the chord length and incident velocity at the effective radius, a value of k = 0.07 
is obtai~lccl, consist,ent with the range reported by Wade and Acosta (1966), hut solnewhat 
lower tllan the value reported by the other investigators. The precise significance of this 
is not clear, though, as the mechanism that determines the frequency of the partial cavity 
instability is not understood. 
3.3.5 Measurement of the Pressures Generated by the Instability 
During experinle~its when the instability was present, the resulting fluctuating pressures 
were strong ellough to be readily heard in tlie laboratory and to shake the test section vi- 
olently. The pressure transducers shown in Figure 2.4 were utilized to quantify these fluc- 
t uat ing pressures. A typical signal obtained from the floor-mounted pressure transducer 
is shown in Figure 3.12. The signal is clearly periodic, with a frequency of approxilliately 
f = 10 H z ,  corresponding to the frequency of cavitation variation observed in the high 
speed video footage. The magnitude of the pressure fluctuations is a rerrzarkable 13 kPa.  
The amplitude seen in similar pressure signals varies greatly, even among those obtained 
at iderlt ical operating conditions. However, it is clear from direct visual observation that 
the largest pressure aniplit udes are obtained during the most drarrlat ic fluctuations in 
cavity extent. 
Figure 3.13 shows the power spectral density of the pressures generated by the insta- 
l~ility. This spectrum was calculated by averaging the power spectral densities computed 
for several floor mounted transducer signals similar to that shown in Figure 3.12. Clearly 
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Figure 3.12: Mcasured pressures generated by instability. The pressure measurements 
shown were: obtained from the floor-n1ou11ted pressure transducer. The signal was low- 
pass filtered at 2 k H z .  
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Figure 3.13: Power spectral density of pressures generated by instability. Shown is an 
average powcr spectral density of several signals obtained from the Boor-mounted pressure 
transducer. 
visible at approximately 10 Hx is the fundalrierital frequency of the instability, dominat- 
ing the instability nois(> k>y a margin of approxi~liately 15 d B .  Many harmo~lics can also 
be seen. At 180 Hz ,  the blade passage frequency can be identified, corresponding to the 
six bladed propeller rotating at 7% = 30.0 Hx. Finally, to either side of the blade passage 
fiecluency, the beat between the blade passage freque~rcy and the fundamental instability 
fi-ecluency car1 be discerned. 
3.3.6 Onset of the Instability 
Deterniining the precise range of co~lditiolis under which tlie instability occurs posed a 
su1)stantial challenge. The fluctuations in cavitation extent were not always as dramatic 
as those shown in Figure 3.11 and tlie fluctuating pressures were not always audible or as 
easily distinguished as in Figure 3.12. In reality, the behavior of the cavitating propeller 
is not easily classified as purely stable or unstable, but is instead better described by a 
c:ontinuur~i of unstable behavior of varying intensity. These difficulties were compounded 
by the fact that once a set of operating conditions was achieved within the ftzcility, the 
unstable behavior would often only develop after a delay of 1 or 2 min. 
Ultimately, the most reliable criterion for classifying the behavior of the propeller as 
stable or unstable was fourrd by analyzing the pressure measurements of the floor-mounted 
pressure transducer. Figure 3.14 presents a series of power spectral densities obtained 
fro111 this transducer. Sltiowrr is the evolution of the spectra as the cavitation number 
is reduced at a fixed advance ratio. As the cavitation nurrlber is reduced, the unstable 
bellavior irlcreases irk intensity. Tliis is characterized by a transition in the dominant 
frequency, from a value near f = 14 Hz,  to a value near f = 9 Hz.  This growth of the 
lower frequency peak was utilized in defining the onset of instability. Following this onset, 
the frequency of the dolxiirlant peak rernained const ant with increasing intensity of the 
instability. 
Figure 3.15 sunilliarizes tlie results of experiments investigating the ollset of the in- 
stability in the parameter space defined by the cavitation number and advance ratio. 
Analysis of the power spectral density at each operating condition allowed for the classi- 
fication of each point as either stable or unstable. Operating conditions where successive 
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Figure 3.14: Series of power spectral densities at decreasing cavitation number. The series 
of plots was obtained at decreasing cavitation nunlber, with a constant advance ratio of 
,J = 0.72. The propeller rotation speed was n = 30.0 H z .  
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Figure 3.15: Onset of instability with cavitation number and advance ratio. Each ex- 
perinlelital operating point is classified as stable ( x ), unstable ( 0 )  , or margirially stable 
(M) according to tlie criterion described in Figure 3.14. The propeller rotatiori speed was 
rl = 30.8 H z .  
tests exhibited stable and unstable behavior are classified as marginally stable. Clearly, 
the unstable operating conditions are concentrated at lower cavitation numbers and at 
advance ratios below the design advance ratio of tlle propeller, J,, = 1.15. Because cavita- 
tion liurribers below cr = 0.14 could not be obtairied in the experiniental facility, it could 
not be determined whether or not the instability occurs at the desigu advance ratio. Fi- 
nally, the solid line represents an attempt to divide tlic stable and unstable operating 
conditions, and may be considered the experinlentally determined onset of instability. 
Sorne insight regarding the onset of the instability can be gained by collsidering the 
followirig argument. Consistent with the reasoning of Section 3.1, early studies (Tulin 
1953) showcd that tlie non-dimensional cavity length, k, on a two-dimensional hydrofoil 
is esselitially a function of the ratio X .  Furthermore, from Equation 3.3 it can bc shown 
that tlie angle of attack of a propeller blade is approximately proportional to the difference, 
J, - J, between the desigu and operating advance ratios. Thus a particular configuration 
of cavity lengths 011 a propeller blade should correspond to a particular value of the 
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Figrrrc 3.16: Comparison of instability onset with stability criterion based on dinleu- 
siomless cavity length. The solid line (--) shows the experimentally deterniined onset of 
stability, determined in Figure 3.15. The dashed lines (--) correspond to the stability 
criterion based 0x1 cavity length, for several different values of the parameter (. 
parameter < = *. 
Several lines of fixed [ are plotted in Figure 3.16. The experimentally determined 
instability boundary corresponds quite closely to the particular value of < = 2.0, sug- 
gesting that tthe instability boundary corresponds to a particular configuration of cavity 
lengths on the propeller blade. This reaErnls the connection witli the partial cavity in- 
st ability ot~served on two-dimensional hydrofoils, where st ability was also related to the 
non-dimensional cavity length. 
3.3.7 Variation of the Instability Frequency 
An important fact yet uriaddressed is that tlle instability was only observed during exper- 
irrlerlts conduc:ted with the propeller mounted dowristream of the gear case. Any attempt 
to determine the cause of the instability arld in particular the frequency of tile instability 
rnust begin by considering the effects of the gear case wake on the cavitating propeller. 
More specifically, the periodicity of any vortex shedding occurring in the gear case wake 
semis a possible source of the periodicity of tlie fluctuatioii in cavitation extent. 
A crude approxiniatiorl for the frequency of such vortex shedding can be estimated by 
approximating the gear case as cylindrical in shape, and evaluating the Strouhal frequency 
of this cylinder. Across a range of Rey~iolds numbers froin Rc = 1 x lo2 to R.e = 1 x 10'. 
it is knowii that 
where f is the frequency of vortex shedding, D tlie cylinder diameter, and Ut the test 
section flow velocity. Of course, clioosing an appropriate value for the diameter of the 
c:ylinder is difficult given the irregular shape of the gear case. However, a range of diame- 
ters can be considered, with a maximum diarrieter of D = 65 rnnz based on the width of the 
gear case at the height of the propeller axis, and a minimum diameter of D = 5 rrun based 
on tlie width of the vane above the propeller axis. For a typical test, section flow velocity 
during tlie instability experiments of Ut = 3.75 m s -  ' , these two diaineters yield vortex 
shedding frequencies of f = 11.2 H z  and f = 150 H z ,  respectively. The corresponding 
R.eynolds numbers for the two diameters are Re = 2.01 x lo5 axid Re = 1.55 x lo4, only 
slightly out of the accepted range of validity for the Strouhal frequency. The estimated 
frequency range differs sul~stantially from the observed frequencies of the instability. But 
given that the propeller disc is inore closely in line with tlie maxiniuni diameter than the 
minimum diameter, the possibility of vortex shedding defining the instability frequency 
cannot bc coinpletely discounted. 
Further insight call be gained by considering tlie variation in the instability frequency 
with changes in flow conditions. Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show the variation in instabil- 
ity frequency wit11 changes in advance ratio arid cavitatioii number, respectively. The 
freyuen(:ies were determined by correlating the ceiling-mounted pressure transducer mea- 
surenicnts with cornplex fluctuating signals of various frequencies. Unfortunately, only a 
narrow range of cavitation numbers and advaiice ratios could be explored, as consistently 
determining the frequency of the instability proved possible only at operating conditions 
well within the interior of tlie instability region defined in Figure 3.15. 
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Figure 3.17: Variation in instability frequency with advance ratio. Shown are experi- 
me~itally determined instability frequencies (0) obtained at a propeller rotation speed of 
rz = 30.4 H z  and a coristant cavitation nurnber of a = 0.15. 
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Figure 3.18: Variation in instability frequency with cavitation nurnber. Shown are exper- 
imentally determined instability freque~icies (0) obtained at a propeller rotation speed of 
n = 30.4 Hx, and a corlstant advalice ratio of J = 0.64. 
Nonetlleless, significant trends are apparent in both figures across the range of pa- 
rameters explored. Figure 3.17 shows a significant increase in the instability frequeiicy 
with increasillg advance ratio. Giveii tliat t,lle advance ratio is varied by changing the 
test section flow velocity, Ut.  this change in frequency is colisjstent with the behavior 
of tlle vortrex shedding frequency given by Equation 3.6. In fact, the dependence of the 
instability frequency on the advance ratio is approxirnatcly linear, with an intercept near 
t,hc origin, also consistent with Equation 3.6. This lends support to the notion that the 
inst ability frequency is determined by vortex shedding froni the gear case. 
Figure 3.18 shows an even more drarnat ic trend of increasing irlst ability frequency with 
increasing cavitation number. However, because these exp eriments were conducted at a 
constar-it test section flow velocity, it is not possible t,o explain this treiid with variations in 
vortex shedding frequency. Also, given the irregular shape of the gear case, it would seen1 
likely that certain regions of the propeller disc would be exposed to iriore dramatic vortex 
shedding than otliers. This is incorlsistent with the uniform and synchronous nature of 
the fluctuations in cavitation extent. Moreover, the gear case, with a streamlined shape 
that is far froni cylindrical, is presumably designed to rrlirlirnize vortex shedding at all 
locations. In light of these considerations, it appears tliat a mechanism other than vortex 
shedding deteriniiles the ilristability frequency. 
3.3.8 Analysis of the Pressures Generated by the Instability 
Volumetric Acceleration 
To better understand the pressure fluctuations observed in Section 3.3.5, a simple model 
car1 be c:onstructed for the pressure generated by the fluctuating cavitation extent and 
therefore fluctuating cavity vollime of tho instability. As suggested by Huse (19721, the 
far field pressure from a fluctuating cavity volurrie will be dominated by the voluinetric 
acceleration imposed upon the flow. S p ecifically, 
Figure 3.19: Non-dimensional cavity length t>hrougli several instability cycles. The quan- 
tity $ is shown for several cavity vol~irne fluctuation cycles, as determined from the high 
speed video footage. The direct rneasuremets ( 0 )  are smoothed and interpolated (--). 
where ?j is the fluctuatiilg far field pressure and PC,,, is the fluctuating cavity volume. 
This volumetric acceleration can be determined frorn direct rneas~irements of the cavity 
volurrie throughout the instability cycle. 
To obtain these measurements, high speed video footage similar to that shown in 
Figlire 3.11 was obtained, and synchronized by a timing pulse with rneasurernents from 
t,he floor-mounted pressure transd~icer. Sequential but not necessarily consecutive frames 
of the video footage werc then digitally captured and analyzed or1 a frame by frame ba- 
sis. In each case, a single measurenlent of the non-dimensional total cavity length, +, 
was obtained as illustrated in Figure 3.3. These cavity length ~neasurernellts were then 
srrloothed, interpolated, and matched to the time line of the floor-mounted pressure trans- 
ducer measlirenlerlts. The resulting variations in cavity length are shown in Figure 3.19. 
The particular instance of the instability captured was relatively mild, with arl ampli- 
tude of non-dimensional cavity lengtll fluctuations of approximately 6, and a fluctuating 
pressure arnplit ude of approximately 6 kPa .  
FI-onl these cavity length rneasurernents, an estimate of the cavity volume was obtained 
1)y following the suggestion of Blake (1986) that I<,,, N where R is tlic radial 
cavitation extent and bt the total chordwisrh cavitation extent deterirliiled froin the video 
footage. Essentially, this relationship assumes that the cavity volurile nlaintains a constant 
ratlial extellt and exhibits geometric similarity througl-lout the iilstal>ility cycle, with the 
cavity t hickncss always proportional to the cavity extent. 
Guided by direct visual observatiorl of tlie instability cavitation and the findings of 
Labcrteaux and Ceccio (1998), the cavity thickness was assumed to be one-eighth of the 
cavity extent. Approximating the cavity to be roughly triangular in cross-section, the 
cavity volunle was then evaluated as 
where N is the number of propeller blades. It sllould be repeated that this expression 
gives only a rough approxiinat ion of the cavity volume, due to the assumptions outlined 
above and tlie fact that it does not take illto account any spanwise variations in the cavity 
length. 
A finite difference method applied to tlie cavity volume estimates was tlien used to 
dr:tcrmine tlle second derivative of cavity volume and therefore the volumetric accelerat ion 
imposed upon the flow. Figure 3.20 s h ~ w s  the results of this calculation, compared with 
tlle pressure rneasureincmts obtained from the floor-mounted transducer. As Equation 3.7 
offers no indication of the aiilplit ude of the far field pressure fluctuations, the vertical 
scale of Figure 3.20 is chosen arbitrarily to facilitate coinparisoii of the sliape of the two 
signals. Very clearly, the two sigrials correspond closely in terins of period and phase. 
Furthermore, the volumetric acceleration curve tracks remarkably well some of the more 
subtlr features in the troughs of tlle floor-nlounted transducer signal. 
Amplitude of the Fluctuating Pressures 
To estimate the amplitude of the pressures generated hy the instability, a model is needed 
to describe the propagat ion of the fluct uating pressures into the fluid surrounding the 
propeller. There are several different approaches that may he adopted. One possible 
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of volunietric acceleration and measured pressure. The solid 
line (- ) shows the floor-mounted pressure transducer signal, low-pass filtered at 200 H z .  
The dashed line (--) shows the results of the finite difference method second derivative 
calculation. The vertical a,xis is scaled to facilitate coruparison. 
approach is a three-dimensional model that treats the propeller cavitation as a point 
source of fl~ctuat~ing pressure radiating into an infinite field. A second possible approadi 
is a oiie-diinensional model that treats the propeller cavitation as a roughly planar source 
of fluctuating pressure, spanning the entire cross-sect io11 of the t unriel test sect ion. The 
resulting flow within the facility is then essentially one-dimensional, and the propagat ion of 
the fluctuating pressure is deterniined by the dyrlamic behavior of the various components 
of tlie surrouilding facility. Finally, a combination of these two approaches could be used, 
iricorporat ing the three-dimensional approach at locat ions very near the propeller and 
employing the one-dimensional approach at greater distances. 
The validity of the three-dimensional approach can be readily assessed from the data 
of Figure 3.20. If a three-dimensional model is adopted, the amplitude of the pressure 
fluctuations decays with increasing distance, and is given by (Brennen 1995) 
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Figure 3.21: Predicted fluctuating pressure at floor-mounted transducer. Shown is the 
Auctuat ing pressure at the floor-inouilted transducer predicted by Equation 3.9. 
where R is the distance froin the point of pressure nieasurerrient to the center of the 
fluctuatiilg ca,vity volurrle. 
In the case of the cavitating propeller, it is difficult to infer a precise value for R: 
as there is not a single cavity, but rather one cavity on each propeller blade, each of 
which is coinplex in shape. It is therefore llelpful to assunie that the collective cavity 
center is located along the axis and in the plane of blade rotation. Then, distances of 
Rf = 0.15 r n  and R, = 0.43 in are obtained for thr floor- and ceiling-mounted transducers 
of Figure 2.5. Applying the value of Rf to Equation 3.9 yields the fluctuating pressure 
shown in Figure 3.2 1. The resulting aiilplit ude of the pressure fluctuations, approximately 
15 Pa,, is several orders of magnitude less than the ti k P a  observed experinlentally. 
The far field pressure can be estimated more generally by assurniag that the cavity 
volurrle varies sinusoidally according to the relation 
where /%., / is the ainplitude of the voluinetric excitation. Vida, footage similar to that 
of Figure 3.11 suggests t,llat during the instability cycle the ci~vity typically fluctuates 
between non-dimensional cavity le11gths of $ = and $ = 3, a larger fluctuation than 
observed in Figure 3.19. Fro~n Equatiorl 3.8, with c = 88.0 mna, this implies an amplitude 
of volumetric fluctuation of I/,,,, I = 4.20 x 10-' Noting that tlie magnitllde of the 
vollirxletric. acceleratiorl is giver1 by 
this yields fluctuating pressures at the floor- axid ceiling-rnount,ed transducers of ipf 1 = 
88 Pa, and Ifi,l = 31 P u  for a typical instability frequency of f = 10 H z .  These values 
eornpare extremely poorly with those measured experimentally, which, as evidenced by 
Figure 3.12, are often as high as 15 k P a .  
These results demonstrate that the three-dimensional rnodel atlone is wliolly inadequate 
in explaining the far field pressures of the instability. Even at distances as close to the 
propeller as the floor- and ceiling-mounted transducers, the flow is no longer adequately 
modeled by a three-dimensional approach. This suggests that to fully underst and the 
fluctl~a~ting pressures generated by the instability, a one-dimlensional model incorporating 
the characteristics of the surrouliding facility is needed. 
Chapter 4 
Experimental Facility Dynamics 
Tlle experimental observations presented in Chapter 3 docu~rient a newly observed insta- 
bility on a cavitating propeller. The nature of the cavitation throughout the instability 
cycle was noted, the conditions under whicli the instability occurs were determined, and 
the transition from stable to unstable behavior was found to be similar to tliat of the 
paxtial cavity instability on two-dimensional hydrofoils. 
However, an issue that emerged and remains unaddressed is the rolc t lie characteristics 
of tho surrounding experirrlelztal facility might play in deternlinirig tlie pressures generated 
by the instability. More generally, it remains uriknown what role these characteristics 
might play in initiating, sustaining and determinirig the freyucrlcy of the instability. Yet 
to be determined is tlie extent to which the instability is driveri by intrinsic cavitation 
dynarrlics, and tlierefore rniglit also occur under more operl conditions, and to what extent 
the instability is characteristic of tlle particular facility in which the experinients are 
eonduc t ed. 
4.1 Modeling of the Facility Dynamics 
4.1.1 System Impedance 
To bctter understand the role of the experime~ital facility dynamics, a model can be 
developed to predict tlie behavior of tlie facility in response to a volumetric excitation of 
frequency w ,  such as that provided by tlie cllanging cavity volume during tlie instability. 
Figure 4.1: Schematic of facility excitation and impedance. 
This situation is sllowrl schematically in Figure 4.1, where a fluctuating mass flow rate, kc,, 
associat,ed with the volurrietric excitation is introduced into the facility and the resulting 
fluctuating total pressure at the point of excitation, jT, is noted. From conservation of 
rnass considerations, it is clear that the exact relation between the fluctuating volume, 
V,, and the fltlctuating mass flow rate is 
In developing the niodel, the facility is assumed to respond in a linear manner to srnall 
perturbations in tlie flow conditions. Accordingly, the quant it ies of interest are expressed 
as a linear combination of a mean component and a fluctuatirig component of frequency 
w .  The fltxctuating rnass flow rate, for example, is denoted by 
and tlie resulting fluctt~atirig total pressure by 
Both and fj: arc complex arid therefore incorporate botli the anrplitude arid phase of 
the fluctuations. 
It is possible to define a system irrl~~edanc:e, Z ,  relative to the constarit pressure at 
ground, that fully cliaracterizes the response of the facility to t lie excitation. This inipe- 
dance is defiried as 
Like tlic fluctuating quantities, Z is complex. Also, its value depends 011 the location of 
t lle excit at ion within t lle facility. 
It is irnportarit to note that the pressures defined here are total pressures. Since tlie 
total pressure at  a location is related to the static pressure by the relationship pr = 
3) + ipii2, where 21 is the unperturbed, nieari flow velocity, 
where: variations in fluid density are assurned negligible. Thus, if no mean flow is present, 
the fluctuating total pressure and fluctuating static pressure rnay be used interchangeably, 
and 
rn, rr l ,  
4.1.2 Lumped Parameters 
In developirig a specific model for Z, one very convenient apl~roacli s to employ a, lumped 
parameter arlalysis, dividing the experirriental facility into components for which expres- 
sions car1 1)e written relating the fluctuating quantities at the ililet and o~rtlet of the 
component. Figure 4.2 illustrates these relatiollships for a straight section of the facility 
and an accunlulat or. 
For tlle straiglit section of the facility, corlservation of mass clearly requires that tlreh 
flnct~latilig mass flow rates be the same at inlet and outlet. However, a pressure drop will 
bc present across tlie lengtli of the section. First, there is a pressure drop, proportional 
to tlie fluctuating mass flow rate, associated witli the frictional losscs in the pipe. The 
constant of proportionality, tcrmed the resistam:e of the straight sect ion, is given by 
Figure 4.2: Lumped parameters utilized in experimental facility model. The equations at  
left show t lle relationships between inlet and outlet fluctuating quantities for a straight 
facility sect ion (top) and an accumulator (bottom). 
H = g, where f is the friction factor, 21 the mean flow velocity, 1 the length, D the 
diameter, and A the cross-sectional area of the straight section. In addition, there is a 
pressure drop proportional to the acceleration of the flow. The constant of proportionality, 
ternled the iilertance of the straight section, can be shown to have t,lle value L = $, where 
1 is the length of the section and A the cross-sectional area. 
Another frequently encountered lumped parameter characteristic is the compliance. 
Generally speaking, a compliance occurs arlywhere in the facility where mass can be 
1;)eriodically stored as a result of changing local pressure. A familiar example is the 
accurnulator, or overflow tank, shown in Figure 4.2. In this case, although the fluctuating 
statit: pressures are equal at inlet and outlet, there is a change in the fluctuating mass 
flow rate due to the fact that charlges in the inlet pressure will lead to a rise of the free 
surface of the liquid in the accumulator. The resulting mass stored in the accumulator 
is proportional to the change in fluctuating static pressure, according to the compliance 
afr C = p 3 .  dlj 1 
Overflow Tank 
Connecting Pipe I 
Test Section Stagnation Section 
Tunnel Compliance 
Figure 4.3: Significant features of cxperimerital facility. Shown are tlie locations of tlie 
resistive, inertive, and coriipliant behaviors of the experimental facility. 
4.1.3 Characterization of the Experimental Facility 
These lurnped parameter characteristics cari then be used to model the dynamics of tlie 
experirrlental facility. Figure 4.3 shows an overview of a portion of the LTWT 
Clearly, the overflow tank, wliich contains the free surface of the facility, will exhibit 
a compliant behavior akin to that of the accuniulator shown in Figure 4.2. Also, tlie 
connecting pipe leading to the overflow tank froril tlie stagnation section will exhibit 
resistive arid iriertive behaviors. Soniewhat less obvious but equally irnportarlt is the fact 
that the facility walls themselves will exhibit a compliant behavior, expanding outward and 
contracting inward in response to clianging internal pressures. In addition to this tunriel 
compliarrce there will clearly be a tunnel resistance and a tunnel inertance, represent at ive 
of the resistance and inertance along the typical flow path leading from tlie excitation 
to the tunriel compliance. Tliis is a corisiderahlc simplification of tlie real system, where 
the tunnel cornpliarice is actually distributed along the elit ire exterior of the facility, and 
therefore resides at the end of not one but infinitely many possible flow paths, each with 
a different resistarice ancl inertance. In this regard, the system would be more accurately 
modeled with a distributed parameter approach. For simplicitly: the lumped parameter 
Figure 4.4: Impedatice of luniped parameters. Schematic representations of resistive, 
inertive, and corriplia~it coniponents are presented, along with the associated inipedances. 
analysis is used here. 
By considering the nature and locatiorl of the compliances within the experimental 
facility, some import ant sirnplificat ions can be made. Since the overflow tank compliance 
is located at the end of a branch leading away froni the rnain flow loop, there can be no 
mean flow leading to or from the overflow tank. As noted earlier, static arid total pressures 
may then be used iritercfiarlgeably. Although the tunlie1 compliance is distributed over 
tlie entire exterior of thc facility, the great majority of this compliance is located at 
arcas of large cross-section, and therefore at low meall and fluctuating Aow velocities. 
From Ecluatiori 4.5, it is clear that in this case as well, tlie static and total pressures are 
nearly equivalent. For simplicity then, tlie complialit behaviors within the facility can be 
expressed as 
Having made these simplifications, it is possible to cast the behavior of each lumped 
parameter in the form of an iinpedance. Figure 4.4 shows a sclieriiatic represeritatiorl of 
eadi type of parameter and the associated impedance. Using this notation, the dynamics 
of tlle water tunnel facility can described witli the schematic representation shown in 
n,. L, 
cot 
Figure 4.5: Schematic of experimental facility. 
Figure 4.5. In this representation, R,-. arid LC represent the resistance and irlertance 
associated wit11 the pipe colinecting the stagnation section to the overflow tank, which is 
chara,cterized by the conipliance Cot. Upstream of the point of excitation e are the tunnel 
resistance and inertance &, arid Lt, leading to the turirlel compliance, Ct. Likewise, 
the tunnel resistance and inertarice Rtd and Ltd are located in the downstream direction. 
Tliis network representat ion is particularly corivenient in that the system inipedarices can 
he computed for various excitation locations utilizing the common rules for series and 
parallel combination of electrical circuit elements. 
4.1.4 Evaluation of the Lumped Parameters 
Several of the lumped parameters described in Section 4.1.3 can he evaluated directly 
from measurements of the exy erimental facility. Table 4.1 itemizes these measurements. 
The overflow tank free surface area and the volume above the free surface are based on 
an overflow tank filled to the mid-line level. 
The connecting pipe inertance, LC, as ilidicated in Section 4.1.2, can be evaluated 
directly from the length and area of the corinecting pipe. Assurning that the volurrle of 
air above the overflow tank is sealed and exhibits polytropic behavior, with p o t ~ o t k  = 
- 
,, 
I ,  
1 A, / Area of stagnation sectioil 1.5 r I( 
Qua,ntity 
Lengtll of connecting pipe 
Leirgth of test sectioil 
, Length of diffuser section 
Syinbol 
I, 
I t ,  
l d  
A, 
At, 
Ad 
Lerrgt 11 of stagnat ion section 
Table 4.1: Measurerrielits of the experinrental facility. 
Value 
1.2 7r~ 
2.5 ?n 
, 4.2 m 
1.2 r r ~  
Area of conrrecting pipe 
Area of test sectioir 
Area of diffuser section 
AOt 
V 
constalrzt, thc: expressioii for a comp1iarrc:e of Section 4.1.2 can be explicitly evaluated for 
tlie geometry of the overflow tank. The resulting compliance is 
- 
2.0 x 10-"rrl" 
9.0 x vz2 
2.1 x 10-I rn2 
where Aot is the unperturbed area of the overflow tank free surface, g the aceeleratioil of 
gravity, k the polytropic constant, and vat and pot tlre unperturbed volurne and pressure 
of tlle air above the overflow tank free snrface. It is evident from Equation 4.10 that 
tlrc compliance of the overflow tank is conrposed of contributions from tlie rise and fall 
of tlie frce surface itself and tlre compression aird expallsioii of the sealed volume of gas 
above the free surface. Of course, the sealed volunle coinpliance is relevant only when the 
overflow tank is in fact sealed. These results are evaluated numerically in Table 4.2 with 
the free surface at tho overflow tank mid-line and the sealed vol~uue of air at atmospheric 
pressure. 
Area of overflow tank 
Air volume of overflow tank 
6.3 x 10-"n2 
1.5 x 10-I rn3 
11  R, 1 Connecting pipe resistance 1 8 rn--'s-' 11 
Synibol Quantity Value 
6.02 x lo2 rn-' 
1 
Cf, 
C,, 
L,. 
Gt 
Corlliccting pipe irlertance 
Free surface complia~icc~ 
Sealed volume corripliance 
Rt 
Overflow tank compliance 
L t ,  
Table 4.2: Numerical est irrlates of the lumped parameters. 
6.42 x 10-%n,,s2 
1.05 x rn,s2 
1.03 x 
Tunnel resistance 
Ltd 
Ct 
Evaliiati~lg the resistance of the con~lecti~lg pipe is somewhat more difficult. Accord- 
ing to the linearized resistance presented in Section 4.1.2, the lack of a rneari flow in the 
conrlecting pipe will result in zero resistance. However, it is possible to estimate a re- 
sistance for the purely oscillatory flow t)y assuming that the flow is a laminar Poiseuille 
Now, where tlze mass flow rate and pressure drop are therr related (Munson, Young, and 
Okiishi 1994) by 
U 
17 rn-‘ls-" 
Upstream tunnel inertance 
yielding the riurnerical value shown in Table 4.2. 
The validity of this resistance is difficult to assess. The Reynolds number for the flow 
will of course deperrd on the exact mass flow rate entering the connecting pipe and will 
fluctuate about a mean value of zero. If, for example, the entire mass flow rate associated 
with tlie fluctuating cavity volurne enters the c:onnecting pipe at a frequency of f = 10 H z ,  
15 rn-' 
Downstream tunnel ii~ertarlce 
Tunnel corllpliancc 
34 rn"' 
7.88 x ms2 
the resulting arnplit ude of t lle fluctuating R,ey rlolds nuniber is 
This is we11 at)ove trarrsitioli to turbulence for steady, fully developed flow. However, as 
will b r  demonstrated later, the mass flow rate entering the connecting pipe is in fact a 
function of the excitatioll freque~lcy. More often than not, only a small fraction of the 
mass flow rate associated with the fluctuating cavity volume enters tlie connecting pipe, 
and this high value of Reynolds nurnber will rlot be attained. Furthermore, the peak 
amplitude of the Reynolds number is only attained when the fluctuating velocity in the 
pipe reaches a maximum. In general, the Reynolds number fluctuates between zero arld 
this peak value. Finally, if, should be noted that the assunlption of Poiseuille flow is valid 
only for a fully developed flow. It is urlcertain how this concept should be applied to 
an oscillating flow such as the one present in the pipe corlnectirig the test section to the 
overflow tank. 
Nonetheless, the value of R, in Table 4.2 does oEer some indication that the magnitude 
of tllc co~lnectirlg pipe resistive term is very small conipared to the inertive arid compliant 
terms of tlie connecting pipe and overflow tank behavior. Tllus, the resistance would be 
significant near a resonance, where the inertive and cornpliant ternis would be equal in 
magnitude but of opposite sign. 
Accurat,ely estimating tlle resistance of the tunnel, such as that described by Rt, or 
Rtd in Figure 4.5, is also challenging. In the absence of a nrean flow, Equation 4.11 
applies to the tunnel resistance as well. Due to the & dependence of this expression, 
the t url~lel resistance, located in areas of tlie facility with much greater cross-sectional 
area ttban the connecting pipe, is even less signific:ant than the connecting pipe resistance. 
In tlie presence of a rilean flow, the expressiori given in Section 4.1.2 would be valid. 
The difficulty in this case is choosing appropriate values for iit, I t ,  At, and Df given 
the distributed riat ure of the ttx~l~iel complia~ice and the varying geometry of the tunnel 
cross-s~ction. At tlle very least, any estimate of this parameter will depend on the exact 
location of the excitation. 
Like tlie connecting pipe resistance, t hougll, this term is typically sniall in comparison 
witli tlre irlertive and cornpliant behaviors. Assurzling that rriost of the tunnctl resistance 
occurs in the test section, where ut is large arrd At and Dt are small, tlie resistarice car1 be 
estimated as Rt = 17 m-'s-'. Here, values of iit = 3.75 nzs-' , It = 5 nz, At = 0.09 nz', 
Dt = 0.3 m,, and f = 0.025, as estinlateti from a Moody diart, have been utilized to 
arrive act this number, which is indeed small wlicn compared to tlie inertive and compliant 
1,ehaviors sliown in Table 4.2. 
Attempts to evaluate the inertance of the tunnel, such as that of Lt, or Lta, are subject 
tto tllct same difficulties as those encountered in evaluating the tunnel resistance. That is, 
determining a lengt 11 and cross-sectional area characteristic-: of t kre flow path between the 
exthitakion ancl tllc corllpliance is very difficult. Also like the tunuel resistance, the value of 
the tunnel iliertarlce will depend on the locatioli of the excitation relative to the location 
of turlllel compliance. If the excitation is taken to be in the middle of the test section, the 
typical upstream flow path between excitation anti compliance is taken to be composed of 
n test section half-length and the diffuser length, aud the typical downstream flow path 
is taken to be cornposed of a test section half-length arid the stagnation section length, 
then tlle tunrlel inertances can be estiniated as 
Substituting nunlerical values for Its,  Is, Id,  At,, As; arid Ad yields the estimates shown in 
Tdble 4.2. 
The remaining parameter, the tunriel colnpliarlce associated with the expa~isiori and 
(*ontraction of the tunnel walls, can he estiniated by directly measuring the response of 
tlie tunnel walls to changes in internal pressure. Figlire 4.6 sliows the results from sucli 
an experiment, where the tunnel pressure was varied and tlie resulting inward deflection 
of the tunnel walls was recorded at various locatioris on the exterior. 
As shown in Figure 4.7, four of tliese locations were located on the approximately 
rectangular test section panel, which has a le~igtli of 126 c7-n and a height of 32 cm. One 
Test Section Panel End Wall 
P,, - P, [kPal 
Figure 4.6: l3xperi~nentally rneasured deflection of tunnel walls. Presented is the inward 
cleflection of the tunnel walls in response to a reduction of tunnel pressure, pt, below an 
initia,l tuilnel pressure, pt,, at the locations (n,o,o,~) defined in Figure 4.7. 
set of measurements was obtained precisely at the center of this front panel, one set each 
at tlie midpoirlts of the short and long edges of the test section panel, 2.5 ern from the 
surrounding frame, and one set at the corner of the test section panel, 2.5 ern fro~ll both 
edges of the panel. A set of measurements was also taken at the center of the panel 
located on the backside of the test section, but the measurements at this point showed no 
substantial difference from those taken at the center of the front panel. Three additional 
sets of rnessurements were taken on a large metal end wall located downstrearrl of the test 
sec:tioii, immediately after the turning vanes direct the flow downward towards the flow 
retrlrxl path. The three measurement sets were obtained at distances of 8 cm, 22 cm, and 
47 en ,  away from an esselltially rigid supporting flange. 
Figure 4.6 clearly shows that the amount of deflection varies greatly with location. Not 
surprisingly, the test section panel, which is more rigidly supported by its srlrrouildiilg 
fraine and constructed of thick glass, sl~ows less deflection than the weaker end wall. 
Also as expected, the measurements taken at locatiolls further from surrounding supports 
Test Section 
E11d Wall 
<- Flow 
A 
Figure 4.7: Location of tunnel wall deflection irleasurernents. Deflect ion measurements 
were takerl at the test section panel center (A), long edge midpoint (a), short edge mid- 
point (o ) ,  and corner (0). Additional measurrinents were takerl 011 the tunnel end wall 
at increasing distances (o,u,A) from a nearby supportiilg flange. 
exhibit greater deflection. Exactly why some locations on the test section panel exhibit a 
tlelay in the onset of expansioil is not understood. 
It is probable that other locations around the tunnel exterior, where material, and 
size, shape, and extent of reinforceuient vary widely, would also show similar variation. 
Thus, it is possible to estimate from Figure 4.6 a range of values for the tunnel compliance. 
Returning to the definition of the cornpliar~ce given in Section 4.1.2, 
where -& is the slope of Figure 4.6 and % is simply tlie surface area of tphe tunnel. 
Taking the tunnel surface area to be 75 rnJ2, we can estimate that 
A value in the middle of this range is recorded ill Table 4.2. 
Finally, the conlpliarice associated with the compressibility of the water within the 
tunnel can also be considered. This compliance is given by 
where E; is the bulk rnodulus of water, arld Mt is the total mass of water witliin tlie 
facility. Noting that tlle total volunle of the facility is L$ = 22.7 m3 (Gates 1977), and 
that tlle bulk modulus of water is f i r  = 2.15 x 10' kgm-ls-l, this quantity call be 
estimated as CL = 1.06 x 10-%ms2. Since this compliance combines additively with 
the turrnel volnpliance, it call be seen that the effects of water compressibility are rather 
insignificant, even in coinparison to the smallest values of the tunnel compliance given in 
Equatioil 4.16. 
In concltxsion, due to the difficulties encountered in evaluating the conrlecting pipe 
resist,ance, tunnel resistance, tunnel inertlance, and turlnel coinpliance, the values listed for 
R,, Rt,  Lt,, Ltd, and Ct in Table 4.2 must only be considered rough estimates. The values 
of these parameters are better determined by considering the results from experiments 
exploring the dynarriic behavior of the facility. 
4.2 Natural Frequency Experiments 
4.2.1 Prediction and Measurement of the Natural Frequency 
According to Wennyey (1962), the natural frequency of a dynamic system such as the water 
tunnel facility is determined by the poles of the systeni irnpedance shown in Figure 4.1. 
More specifically, the natural frequency of the facility is given by the poles of the system 
depicted ill Figure 4.5. The poles of this system are invariant with respect to the location 
of excitation and are consequently a system property, as would be expected for a natural 
frequency. 
The poles of the systexn can tl~erefore be evaluated by coilsidering the impedance as 
calculated at an arbitrary excitation location. The location e identified in Figure 4.5 
is particularly convenient, in that the resulting impedance is readily identifiable as the 
parallel combinat ion of the overflow tank and conriecting pipe clynarnics wit 11 the tunnel 
resistaiicc?, inertance arid compliance. Computing the in~pedairce for such an arrangement 
yields 
where two new parameters, Lt-' = Lt,-' + L ~ ~ - '  and C,, = Cot + Ct, have been in- 
troduced. Tlle resistive behaviors of tlie facility have beexi neglected for simplicity. In 
accordance with tlle reasoning presented in Section 4.1.4, the resistive values play little 
role in ticterrnining the locations of the natural frequencies, but instead principally afTect 
the nlagilitude of the response at these natural frequencies. 
This transfer function Z has non-negative poles at the origin and at 
Tllr estilxiated values of the lumped parameters giver1 in Table 4.2 indicate that L,, >> Lt, 
and thus tliis natural frequency is very ilearly approximated by 
Finally, recalling the nature of the overflow tank compliance described by Equations 4.9 
and 4.10, it is clear that the natural frequency is a function of the conditiolis of the 
overflow tauk through its dependence on Cot. Specifically, 
Illspection of this equation and the values of the paranleters in Table 4.2 reveals that the 
naturad frequency is dorniilated by the tunnel coinpliance. Of secondary importance is 
the sealed volume compliance, and nearly insignificant is the cornpliance associated wit11 
thc free surface of tlie overflow tank. 
Experiments were conducted to measure this natural frequency at various values of 
Time [s] 
Figure 4.8: Fluctua,t ing pressure during natural frequency experiments. The pressure 
fluc:t,uations shown were obtained following a rapid valve closure at approximately t = 0 s. 
The signal has bee11 low-pass filtered at 20 H z .  
the parameters determining the frequency in Equation 4.22. In these experiments, the 
tunnel pressure was perturbed by a rapid valve closure and then allowed to oscillate freely. 
Shown in Figure 4.8 is a typical pressure trace following the valve closure, as measured 
by the pressure transducer mounted at the test section centerline. The frequency of 
this oscillatioli, the natural frequency of the facility, was deterruined using a correlation 
rnet,hod applied to the steady oscillations following the valve closure trarlsients. Valves 
at various locatiorls around the facility were employed ill inducing the oscillations, wit 11 
no noticeable effect, or1 the frequency of oscillation. This supports the notion that the 
oscillatiorls induced in this nlanner do characterize the natural frequency of the system, 
a property invariant with respect to tlle location of excitation. 
4.2.2 Effect of Overflow Tank Conditions 
A prelirnirlary set of experiments was conducted to confirm the relative unimportance 
of the compliance of the sealed volrlllie in the overflow tank, C',,. In these experiments, 
the natural frequency was measured with the overflow tank closed and the11 opened to 
at mos p here, in an at tempt to include and then exclude the sealed volurne compliance. 
With the overflow tank closed, a natural freynei~cy of f = 0.43 f 0.01 Hz was obtained. 
With the overflow tank opened to atnlospliere, the frequency decreased slightly to f = 
0.41 f 0.01 Hz.  These figures are based on an average of five measurements at each 
overflow t arik coildit ion. 
Frorii this data, an irriniediat,e refinement for the value of the tunnel compliance given in 
Equation 4.16 can be obtained. Matching thc natural frequency determined for the closed 
overflow tank to the predictions of Equation 4.22, ineluding the sealed volume compliance, 
yields a value of Ct = 2.9 x lo-'' vrs? Excluding the sealed volume compliaiice then results 
in a change in natural frequency of Aw, = 0.05 Hz,  which is gerierally corisistent with 
the 0.02 Hz difference obtained from the experinients. It is possible that the srrialler 
decrease in natural frequency observed experinlentally is due to the fact that the relief 
valve corine~t~iiig the overflow tank to atmosphere may not have been large enough to fully 
elirilinate the effects of t lie sealed volunie compliance. In either case, these results confirni 
that the effect of the sealed volunie corripliance on the natural frequency is small. 
Figure 4.9 sliows tht. effect on the natural frequency of va,rying the overflow tank 
free snrfact: area, A,~, and includes a comparison with the predictions of Equation 4.22. 
The free surface area was varied by controlling the height of the free surface within 
thc horizontally irlounted c:yliridrical overflow tank. Unfortunately, due to the relatively 
iniprecise niecliaiiisrn through which the free surface height was coiitrolled, only a narrow 
range of free surface areas could be explored without risking overfiow of the overflow tank. 
Because these experiments were conducted with tlie overflow tank opened to atmo- 
sphere, the sealed volurne compliance, C;',,, was not included in calculating the overflow 
tank cornpliance in Equation 4.22. Due to the extremely weak dependence of the nab 
ural frequency on the free surface corz~pliance, and therefore the free surface area, the 
natural frequency slio~ild show very little variation with changing free surface area. In- 
stead, it should be domiiiated by the value selected for the tunnel compliance. Indeed 
this is the case, as shown by tlie curves in Figure 4.9, generated from Equation 4.22 
for several different tunnel compliarice values. As noted earlier, the curve generated us- 
ing t lle tunnel compliance value determined from the closed overflow tank experiments, 
Free Surface Area [m2] 
Figure 4.9: Natural frequellcy with changing overflow tank free surface area. Experimental 
data ( 0 )  and predictions of Equation 4.22 for several values of the tunnel compliance, 
including those based on the closed overflow tank experiments ( )  and Table 4.2 ( -  - a). 
Ct = 2.9 x 10-%nls2, slightly under predicts the natural frequency observed experimen- 
tally for the open overflow tank. 
Sliowrl in Figure 4.10 are the experimentally determined natural frequencies for various 
pressures, pot, above the free surface in the overflow tank. The predictions of Equation 4.22 
are agaiu shown, for the same values of Ct as in Figure 4.9. As these experiments were 
c:onducted with the overflow tank closed to atmosphere, the effect of the sealed volume 
compliance is included in this case. As expected, the curve corresponding to the tunnel 
compliance value determined from the initial closed overflow tank experiments, Ct = 
2.9 x ms2, agrees very well with the experiment ally determined natural frequencies 
at higher overflow tank pressures. It is also apparent that the curves generated for larger 
tunnel compliance values exhibit more variation with changing overflow tank pressure. 
This is due to the fact that for larger values of Ct, the effect of varying C,, is more 
significant. 
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Figure 4.10: Natural frequency with changing overflow tank pressure. Experimental data 
( 0 )  and predictions of Equation 4.22 for several values of the tunnel compliance, including 
those based on tlle closed overflow tank experiments (-- ) and Table 4.2 (. - .). 
4.2.3 Effect of Air on Tunnel Compliance 
None of the curves in Figure 4.10 predicted by Equation 4.22 show the same degree of 
variation in natural frequency with changing overflow tank pressure as that exhibited by 
the experimental data. This suggests that tlle tunnel compliance, which dominates the 
natural freqnency cal(:ulation, may not be rollstant with varying pressure as is suggested 
in Section 4.1.4. 
One possible explanation for a tunnel complianc~ that varies with pressure is the 
presence of air within the fa~ilit~y, either as free bubbles dispersed throughout the facility 
or larger pockets of air trapped in discrete locations. In either case, the volume of air 
would serve to increase the tunnel compliarlce, resulting in a modified tunnel compliance 
dependent 011 the compliance of the air volume. Because this air would behave as a sealed 
volume with a compliance of C = g, the modified tunnel compliance would vary with 
the local pressure near the air and therefore with the overflow tank pressure. 
A reasonable estimate for the volunle of air a@ssociated with dispersed bubbles, Vd,, 
can be coixlputed from the bubble populations determined for the facility by Liu (1995). 
Specifically, 
wllcrc I$ is the total volume of water witllin the facility and N ( R )  the nuclei nunlbor 
density clistribrrtiorl function, the rlurriber of free stream nuclei with radii between R and 
I2 + dl? contained withi11 a ~xnit volume of water. Carrying out this calculation results 
in a total volume of Vd, = 3.5 x lo-' nr". This volume is very similar to tlie value of 
Vd, = 3.2 x lo-' 7n3 calculated by simply inultiplying the total volume of water in the 
facility by a typical total air content of 14 ppm. The associated compliance, at atmospheric 
pressure, is then readily estimated as 2.4 x ms'. Clearly, this compliance would add 
little to the existing tunnel compliance calculated in Section 4.1.4. 
Estiniating the volume of the trapped air pockets is considerably more difficult. It 
is erlt irely possible, though, that this volume of air colxld easily exceed the est imate 
for Kt,. Accordingly, the effect of these trapped air pockets on the natural frequency 
is shown in Figure 4.11 for a range of trapped air volumes. In each case, the tunnel 
compliance is adjusted so that the resulting modified tunnel complialice yields the proper 
natural frequency with tho overflow tank at atmnospheric pressure. These calculations 
are conlpared with the experimental data, repeated from Figure 4.10. For a trapped air 
volume of v, = 17 x lo-" m" the agreement between exprrinlerit and theory is greatly 
improved. 
Further insight into the possible effects of trapped air can be gained by considering 
the effects of deaerat ing the facility on the natural frequency. Presumably, the deaerat ion 
process, conducted with the tunnel slowly flowing and mixing, would allow these pockets 
of air to 1,e dissolved into the water and removed from the faci1it)y. Figure 4.12 shows 
experimerltally deterrniuecl natural frequencies before and after deaeration. The volume 
of trapped air before deaeration is taken to be the volume that offered the best agreement 
with the data in Figure 4.11, and the volullle after deaeration is determined by a fit to 
the experirriental data taken after deaeration. In this case, the tunnel compliance is held 
constant at the value used in fitting the data obtained before deaeration. 
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Figure 4.11: E&ct of trapped air on natural frequency. The experimentally determiried 
natural frequencies are shown (o), along with the natural frequency predicted by Equa- 
tion 4.22, including the effects of trapped air on the tunnel corr~pliance. Curves are sllown 
for various volurrles of trapped air. 
Indeed, the volume of air of'fering the best fit to the after deaeration experiments, I/t, = 
7 x 7 7 r 3 ,  is a reasonable estimate in colnparison to the volunle of 6, = 17 x 10-%r13 
llypothesized before deaeration. Still, it is i~~ipossible to conclude definitively whet her or 
not trapped pockets of air are the actual source of the variations in natural frequency 
with overflow tank pressure. It remains certain, though, that the tunnel compliance is the 
dornirlant factor in deterrmining the natural frequency of the facility. As such, it would 
seen1 appropriate to determine a specific value for Gt within the range of Equation 4.16 
1)y matching the predictions of Equatioll 4.22 to the experimental results of Figure 4.10 
at the overflow tank pressure appropriate for the specific circun~stances. 
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Figure 4.12: Effect of deaeration on natural frequency. The exgerirnentally debermined 
natural fi-equerlcies before ( 0 )  and after (D) deaeratiom are showli, along with the natural 
frequerlcy predicted by Eqliation 4.22, including the effects of the trapped air volumes 
before (. - .) and after (. . . ) deaeration. 
4.3 Forced Oscillation Experiments 
4.3.1 Experimental Determination of the Facility Response 
More t!han just predicting the uatural frequencies of the system, the system impedance 
described in Figure 4.1 aind developed in Section 4.1.3 indicates liow the system will 
respond tto an excitation of arbitrary frequency. More can be learned about the parameters 
determilling this bchavior by considering experiments wllerr a fluctuating niass flow rate 
is injected into the facility at various frequencies. Figrire 4.13 shows an example of the 
pressure signals measured during such an experiment, utilizing the oscillating piston set up 
described in Section 2.3.1. It should be noted that thc combination of piston diameter, 
Dp = 38 nmr, aiid range of piston oscillation amplitudes) 1 = 3.0 - 15.0 inm, was 
chosen to approximate the change in cavity volume observed tllroughout the cavitation 
instability cycle. The range of oscillation frequencies exph~red, f = 0 - 20 H z ,  was 
sufficient to include the typical instability frequency of f = 10 H z .  
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Figure 4.13: Fluctuating pressure during forced response experiments. Presented are 
typical pressure fluctuations recorded by the ceiling-mounted and test sect ion mid-line 
pressure transducers durillg the oscillating piston experiments. Nominal excitation fre- 
quency is f = 2.0 Hz ,  oscillation amplitude 1% 1 = 15.7 rr1,nl. The signal has been low-pass 
filtered at 25 Hz. 
The majority of these forced oscillation experiinellts were conducted with no mean flow 
present. Thus, the fluctuations in static pressure are identically equal to the fluctuations 
in total pressure, and the impedance defined in Equation 4.4 is directly applicable to the 
rneasured pressure fluctuations. For simplicity, it is appropriate to neglect the resistances 
aird inertances located between the point of excitation and the location of the ceiling- 
mounted transducer, c, and between c and the point of coiiirection to the overflow tank. 
Essentially, tlris renders the point of excitation ant1 poirlt c as equivalent to point e of 
Figure 4.5. The result iiig systeilr impedance is t herr the parallel coilfigurat ion evaluated 
in Equation 4.18. If these resistances and inertances are considered, a bridge network 
configuration is achieved. Although the resulting system impedance is considera1)ly more 
complex algebraically, the bchavior is very similar to the simplified system addressed here. 
Having made this assurnpt ion, t lie system imp edailce can be approximated from the 
experirilental ~neasurenient~s according to tho relation 
As i~riplied by Equation 4.1, y i ~ ,  is related to tllr oscillatirlg piston position, gy, aud the 
freqriency of piston oscillatioil arid is given by 
where A, is tlie area of the piston bore. 
4.3.2 Magnitude of Response 
Figure 4.14 shows tlle amplitude of tlie system i~npeda~lce, IZI, for low frequencies and for 
semtral pistoil amplit udes, using pressure fluctuations measured by the ceiling-mounted 
transducer. Equation 4.18 is plotted for comparison. With the pressure of the facility 
adjusted t,o balailce the pressures on either side of tlie piston, the resulting overflow tank 
pressure was pot = 92.4 kPu. The overflow tank cornpliarlce used in Eyuatioii 4.18 has 
been adjusted accordingly, to a value of Cot = 1.16 x nrs2. For now, both resistances, 
R, and fit, have been negle~t~etl. 
Worth noting is that the data obtained at different piston amplitudes collapses quite 
well when normalized by the amplitude of the resulting fluctuating mass flow rate, espe- 
cially at lower frequencies. This indicates that the facility response is in fact linear with 
t hc-l amplitude of excitation, as is assumed throughout the modeling. 
Also apparent is that the peak in Figure 4.14 occurs at a slightly higher frequency, 
around f = 0.5 Hx, than the natural frequency measured in Section 4.2.2. This may be 
attributable to the fact that between the natural frequency and forced oscillation experi- 
ments, the facility was drained arid refilled. If, in fact, the effective tunnel compliance is 
dependent on the volurne of trapped air within the facility as was speculated, the natural 
fi-equency may have thus been altered between these two experiments. Accordingly, in 
generating the curve of Equation 4.18, a slightly modified value of Ct = 2.40 x rmn2 
was utilized to best match the experimentally observed resonance. 
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Figure 4.14: Magnit)ude of system impeda,rlce at low frequencies. 1.21, as determined 
experimentally for Ik,( = 6.5 (o), 12.4 (o), and 15.7 rnrn (D). Equation 4.18 (--) is 
plotted for a value of Lt = 6.75 m-', as determined in Figure 4.15. 
Easily distinguished in both the experil~ielital data and the theoretical curve is the zero 
of the system impedance occurring at approximately f = 0.2 H z .  This zero corresponds 
tjo the root of the numerator of Equation 4.18, 
The response of the facility at the frequencies below resonance is thus dominated by 
the cliaracterist ics of the overflow tank. The excellent agreement between the theoretical 
curve and tlic experimental data near this zero supports the values of LC given in Table 4.2 
and the adjusted value of Cot used in generating the theoretical curve. 
Figure 4.15 shows the results of similar experiments and calculations performed at 
higher frequencies. At these higher freq~xencies, the data shows a substarltial amount 
of scatter. This is partly attributable to the fact that operating at these higher fre- 
quencies approaclietl the mechanical limits of t lie oscillating piston set up. The resulting 
piston motion was often not sinusoidal, with varying degrees of "banging7' and "gallop- 
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Figure 4.15: Magnitude of system impedance at high frequencies. 121, as determined 
experixrlentally for liipl = 1.6 (+), 2.9 (x ) ,  6.5 (o), 9.0 (A), 12.4 (o), and 15.7 lnrn (a). 
Equation 4.18 is plotted for values of Lt = 4.50 (. - .), 6.75 (--), and 10.4 m-' (--), the 
value based on Table 4.2. 
ing" present. Also at higher frequencies, the pressure traces obtained from the transducers 
became increasingly niore difficult to a~lalyze, often exhibiting unsteady oscillations and 
sub- harmonics. At t inles, the amplitude of the sub-harmonic frequency component ex- 
ceeded the amplit ude of t'he excitation frequency component within the response. This 
suggests that the behavior of the piston excitation system becorsles more non-linear with 
increasing frequency. In tliese cases, the amplitude of the excitatiori frequency component 
was used in determining the magnitude of tlle system response. Although this metllodol- 
ogy is consistent with the linear model proposed for the facility, it does not account for 
the substantial energy present in the response at frequencies other than the excitation 
frequency. The larger piston amplitudes were especially problematic. Often, nreaningful 
data was silrlply uot at,tairlable for the larger piston amplitudes a,t the liigllest frequencies. 
For these reasons, it is not surprisi~ig to see the agreement between the predictiorls of 
Equation 4.113 and the experimental results degrade at higher frequencies. Nonet heless, 
readily apparent in both the experimental results and the curves generated from Equa- 
Table 4.3: Revised estimates of the lumped parameters. 
r 
tiorl 4.18 is a, second zero located at approximately 4.0 H z .  This zero corresponds to the 
secorld root of the numerator of Equatiorl 4.18, 
The behavior of the system at frequencies above resonance is thus dominated by the 
characteristics of the main tunnel circuit as opposed to those of the overflow tank. Be- 
cause a reasonable value for the tunnel cor-r~pliance was already deterrnined from the 
natural frequency experiments and further refined for these particular experiments in 
Figure 4.14, this zero oEers an excellent op-portunity to better estimate the value of the 
tunnel inert ance. Accordingly, the theoretical curves are plot tecl for several values of LL 
in Figlire 4.15. A value of Lt = 6.75 m-' provides the best fit to the experimental data. 
Of course, the experiniental data provides no indicatiorl of how this combined tunnel 
inertance is divided upstream and downstream of the point of excitation. Preserving the 
ratio between Lt, and Ltd of Table 4.2 yields the revised values shown in Table 4.3. Also 
shown is a revised value for the tunnel compliance based on the average of the natural 
frequency and forced response experirnents. 
4.3.3 Phase of Response 
Value 
60 rn-ls-' 
20 rr~-ls-' 
Symbol 
R 
R 
Figure 4.16 shows the experimentally determixled phase of the facility response, Arg[Z] , 
and that predicted by Equation 4.18. Due to the poor quality of the fluctuating pressure 
CJl~aritity 
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Figtire 4.16: Phase of system impedance at low frequencies. The experimentally deter- 
mined phase of the impedance, Arg[Z], is shown (0 ) .  and compared with the predictiolls 
of Equation 4.18 (-). 
data at lligher frequencies, phase angles could only be obtained reliably at low frequencies. 
The phase experiments were conducted with the oscillating piston setup located on the 
floor of the laboratory and therefore below the test section. The facility pressure needed 
to achieve the pressure balance across the piston was lower than for the forced oscillation 
experiments where tlle piston was located above the test section. The value for the 
overflow tank corrlpliarlce used here in conjunction with Equation 4.18 lias again been 
adjusted accordingly, slightly shifting the location of the zero near f = 0.2 Hz. 
Wit11 this adjustnlent made, the predictions of Equation 4.18 oEer reasonable agree- 
ment with the experinlentally determined phase. Iu particular, both exhibit phase transi- 
tions at the low frequency zero and again at resonance. Of note is that the experimental 
data also shows a slight increase and decrease in phase through the frequency range 
f = 1.5 - 1.8 Hz. Whether this trend is simply a result of flaws in the experimental 
method or represents a zero and resonance not captured by the model remains unknown. 
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Figure 4.17: Magnitude of system impedance calculated froni ceiling-mounted and test 
sect ion center line transducer measurements. Z 1, as determined frorn the ceiling-mounted 
(a) aud test section cellterline (a) transducer measurements. 
4.3.4 Test Section Inertance 
As indicated in Section 2.3, data was also obtained from a transducer mounted at the test 
section centerline. As exemplified by Figure 4.13, the data obtained frorn this transducer 
was generally very similar to the data obtained froni tthe ceiling-mounted transducer. At, 
higher frequencies, t hougli, the amplitude of the fluctuating pressure at the test sect ion 
centerline transducer was less than that at the ceiling-mounted transducer. Figure 4.17 
shows a cornparison of the ceilirlg-mounted and centerline transducer data for the higher 
frequencies. There is again a great deal of scatter in the data for the reasons discussed 
earlier, but it is clear that the values of the system impedance calculated based on the 
ceiling-nlounted transducer nleasurenlents are higher than those based on the centerline 
transducer. 
This can be attributed to the inertauce and resistance of tlle test section length be- 
tween the two transducers. T11e fact that, as shown in Figure 4.13, there is no substantial 
phase diRerence between the fluctuating pressures rneasured by the two transducers ixn- 
plies that this loss is a purely inertive one. In this case, 
where 2, is the systeirl impedance based 011 the ceiling-mounted transducer measurenlents, 
Zt tlle system impedance based oil the centerline tra~lsducer measurements, LCf the iner- 
tance of the length of test section between the two transducers, and 17aCt the fluctuating 
rnass flow rate froin c tfo t .  
Here, it is appropriate to make an adjustment to account for the fact that the mass 
flow rate passing locations c and t is only a fraction of the total mass flow rate entering 
the facility &om the piston. A reasonable approxiinat ion of this fraction, especially at 
higller frequencies where tlle overflow tank receives little of the incoming excitation flow, 
is given by 
where a is deterrrlirled by the relative iiilpedarlce of the tunnel rxpstreain and downstream 
to be 
With this adjustment, tlle average inertance based on the data of Figure 4.17 is LCt = 
7 rrz-' ,   ailr ring reasonable agreerllent with the value based on the geometry of the tunnel 
test section and transducers, LCt = 5 rra- ' .  The lligller impedance observed experimentally 
can perhaps be attributed to the fact that the centerline transducer was not mounted flush 
with the interior test section walls hut was instead located at the end of a short length 
of rigid tubing. The inertance of the fluid in this tubing would add to the test section 
inertance inferred from the experimental data,. 
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Figure 4.18: Effect of resistance on system inlpedaiice at low frequencies. The experi- 
inentally deteriniried magnitude of the system impedance is repeated from Figure 4.14. 
Equation 4.18 ( - - )  is plotted for resistive values of Rc = 60 and Rt = 20 n l - l s - ' .  
4.3.5 Resistances 
In all of the preceding c:omparisons between experimental data arid the predictions of 
Erluation 4.18, the experimental data exhibits ~riarkedly less pronounced peaks in the 
magnit~rde of response near resonance, and less pronounced troughs near the two zeros. 
This is due to the fact that all resistances have I)een neglected in the preceding corrrpar- 
isons. Choosing values for the rrsistan(:es to rmledy this discrepancy and best fit the 
experimental data is difficult. Due to the discrete nature of the frequencies at which 
experiments were conducted, it is uncertain whether or rlot the precise resonance or zero 
inay have been observed during the experiments. This difficulty is corripounded by the 
scatter in the experiirlental data. 
Nonetheless, Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the effects of i~iclutfing reasonable estimates 
for t he connecting pipe and tunnel resistances. Because the connecting pipe resistance 
principally affects the response at  low frequeilcies, and the tuilrlel resistance affects the 
rcsponse at  high frequeilcies, these two values could be chosen independently of one an- 
other to optimize the agreement at the zeros at f = 0.2 aiid 4.0 H z ,  respectively. Even 
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Figure 4.19: Effect of resistance on system impedance at high frequencies. The experi- 
1ner1tall-y determined magnitude of the systenl impedance is repeated frorri Figure 4.15. 
Equation 4.18 ( )  is plotted for resistive values of R, = 60 and Rt = 20 in-'3-'. 
with these values of the resistances incorporated, there remains a substantial difference 
between the predicted anti observed magnitude of response near resonance. 
Thc values obtained from this fit to the experimental data are recorded in Table 4.3, 
anti exceed the initial estimates in Table 4.2. As was the case with the tunnel inertance, 
tietermining resistances in this rnanner offers little insight regarding the precise distribu- 
tion of these resistances within the facility. As discussed in Section 4.1.4, the resistances 
would seemingly be located in areas of smallest cross-section. It is surprising, then, that 
the comparison between the ceiling-mounted and test sect ion centerline transducer data 
suggested that the test section resistance is very small. 
4.3.6 Effect of Mean. Flow 
Tlze forced response experirrlents described above were also repeated in the presence of a 
ruean flow, arzd the behavior of the systenl response remained largely uncllanged. However, 
the decrease in the nlagnitude of response seen at the zero near f = 4.0 H z  in Figure 4.15 
b tcame sorrlewhat less pronounced. This indicates that the t urlrlel resistance rriay in fact 
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Figure 4.20: Floor- and ceiling-mounted transducer measurements. The solid line (-) 
and dashed line (--) show simultaneous pressure rrleasurenients obtained from the floor- 
anti ceiling-mounted pressures transducers, respectively. Both signals have been low-pass 
fi1t)ered at  200 H z .  
be higher still in the presence of a meall flow, as suggested in Section 4.1.4. 
4.4 Far Field Pressure Attenuation 
The validity of the proposed one-dirrieusional model for the facility dynamics can be 
further assessed by considering the pressure rneasurenlent,~ obtained from the floor- and 
ceiling-mounted pressure transduc:ers during the instability cycle. Figure 4.20 shows a 
typical set of simultaneous pressure nieasurements obtained froni the two transducers. 
A further failing of the three-dimensional iliodel given in Sect iori 3.3.8 is immediately 
apparent in that tlie two signals have cornparable aniplit,udes. This is inconsistent with 
the nearly threefold attenuation predicted by Equation 3.9 and the transducer dist anc:es 
of Rf = 0.15 nz axid R, = 0.43 m. 
The model for the facility dynamics predicts a pressure difference associated with the 
iiiertive losses between the two transducers. This difference in the transducer nieasure- 
ineilts Ff and j, is given by 
where Jf i~  f, 1 is the amplitude of tlle fluctxiatiilg mass flow rate between the trarlsducrrs 
and L f c  is tlle iilertance of the test section betwee~l tllr: two transdlicers. Specifically, 
where I f (  is the distance between the transdncers aild At the cross-sectional area of t h :  
test section. 
As iirlplied by Equation 4.1, the Illass flow rate .ri~~, is related to the fluctuating cavity 
voluine on the propeller, such that 
Here, the factor a developed in Section 4.3.4 llas been iricluded to reflect the fact that not 
all of the inass flow rate generated by thc fluctuating cavity voluine flows upstreaiii towards 
t ht? ceiling-inount ed transducer. The amplitude of the presslire difference predicted by 
the model is then / j f  / - /liCl = 519 Pa at a typical instability frequency of f = 10 H z .  
This pressure difference compares favorably with that shown in Figure 4.20. In fact, 
averaging over eight transducer measurements of approximately forty illstability cycles 
each, the experimentally observed pressure difference is found to be /el / - 13,1 = 487 Pa. 
Also cucouraging is the attenuatioil of the high frequency content between the floor- and 
ceiling-mou~ited transducer signals of Figure 4.20. This is c:onsistent with the scaling of 
the pressure difference with frequency give11 in Eq~iat ion 4.33. 
Chapter 5 
Cavitation Dynamics 
Tho arlalysis and experiixlents of Chapter 4 demonstrate that the conditions withiii the 
facility, in particular those in the test section, will respond to the volumetric excitatiorls 
imposed by the fluctuating cavity volume of the instability. Yet the results presented in 
Chapter 3 indicate that the cavity volume itself responds to changes in these very same 
test sect ion conditions. Clearly, then, the facility dynamics and tlie cavitatiorr dynamics 
must 1)e considered as part of a coupled dynamic system. Essential to understanding 
these coupled dyiian~ics, and not yet properly quantified, is bow the cavity volume on tlle 
propeller blades responds to t liese variations in test sect ion conditions. 
5.1 Development of Cavitation Dynamic Parameters 
As mentioned in Section 3.3.6. it was suggested by Tuliir (1953) following studies of 
two-dimensional hydrofoils that the non-dimensional cavity length, $, is approximately a 
furictioii of the ratio of tlie effective angle of attack of the propeller blade to the cavitation 
nurnber, 5. Recalling also the observation of Blake (1986) that the cavity volume on a 
propeller blade is proportional to the propeller radius arid the square of the cavity length, 
it is clear that the total cavity volume is also approximately a fuliction of the ratio 5. 
The discussion of Section 3.1 demonstrates that at a given propeller rotation speed, 
tlle effective angle of attack a is determined entirely by the nlass flow rate in the tunnel 
test section, mt,, while the cavitation rlumber is determined entirely by the test section 
pressure p, . It is therefore appropriate (Brennen 1994) to express the quasistatic variation 
in cavity volume with cx and (T in terms of a cavitation conlpliance, K*,  and a mass flow 
gain factor, M* , defirled as 
It is convenient to recast these expressions in terms of the cavitation number and advance 
ratio. From Equations 3.1 and 3.4, it car1 be sllowrl that 
where fZ is the angular frequency of propeller rotation, fZ the radius of the propeller, 
and Ats the cross-sectional area of the test section. The parameters K* and M* thus 
summarize the response of the cavity volurrrc to variations in upstream pressure and mass 
flow rate, respectively. The cavitation compliance is a measure of the compressibility of 
the cavitating flow, and the rnass flow gain factor reflects the extent to which variations 
in mass flow rate are either consumed or augmented by the changing cavity volume. 
5.2 Estimation of Cavitation Dynamic Parameters 
Equations 5.3 and 5.4 indicate that it is possible to obtain values for K* and M* from 
experirricnts determining the cavity volurne at various advance ratios and cavitation nurn- 
l~ers. Such an estimate of cavity volumes at various test section conditions car1 be obtained 
by again recalling the suggestion of Blake (1986) for evaluating cavity volunie and applying 
this nletliod to the cavitation extent measurements presented in Section 3.2.1. Figure 5.1 
shows the results of this calculatiorl for the cavitation extent rrleasurernents obtained at 
rnoderatcl propeller rotation speed. 
Also shown in Figure 5.1 are several lines corresponding tlo constant values of the 
parameter ( = developed in Section 3.3.6. Not surprisingly, lines of corlstant 
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Figure 5.1: Cavity volunie on propeller blades at moderate rotatioil speed. Vc,, as conl- 
puted from cavity length n~easurenlents using the method of Blake (1986). The propeller 
rotation speed. was 12 = 28.3 H z .  
(:orrespond quite closely to contours of coilstant cavity volume. It is convenient to fit 
the cavity volurne to a function of the form V,,, = h(c),  with a simple second order 
polynonlial h(E) = a t 2  + bb + c providing acceptable results when a = 0.86 x I O - ~  r n 3  and 
b -  -1.2 1 0 - h 3 .  
Combining the results of this polyilomial fit with Equations 5.3 and 5.4 yields expres- 
sions for the cavitation compliance and mass Aow gain factor, 
Figure 5.2 shows the results of tAis evaluation for moderate propeller rotation speeds. 
Shown in Figure 5.3 are the results of this process conducted with the data taken at a 
higher rotation speed. In general, the cavitation compliance and inass flow gain factor 
increase st,eadily with decreasing advance ratio and cavitation number. The behavior of 
the inass flow gain factor at higher advarice ratios in Figure 5.3 is very irregular, but tlic 
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Figure 5.2: Cavitation co~npliance and Inass Aow gain factor estimates at moderate pro- 
peller rotation speed. K* and M* computed using the method sunlmarized in Equa- 
tions 5.5 and 5.6. The propeller rotatiori speed was rt, = 28.3 H z .  
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Figure 5.3: Cavitation corny1ianc:e and mass flow gain factor estimates at high propeller 
rotation speed. K* a d  M* computed using the nietliod summarized in Equatior~s 5.5 
arid 5.6. The propeller rotation speed was r l  = 31.7 H z .  
accuracy of the calculatioli in this region is poor due to the behavior of the parameter < 
nc?ar the design advance ratio of Jo = 1.15. 
It is worth repeating tliat the estimates of the cavitation dynamic parameters are qua- 
sistatic estimates. However, the reduced frequency of k = 0.07 cornputed in Section 3.3.4 
indicates tliat the variations in cavitation during the instability cycle occur over a tirrle 
scale tlrat is longer than the time required for disturbances to propagate across the pro- 
peller blade. Furthermore, the experinlents of Sect ion 3.2.2 investigating the behavior 
of the propeller at yaw revealed tlrat the dynaniics of cavity growth and recession are 
considerably fastcr than the rotation fre quency of the propeller. Since the instability fre- 
quency is lower still, t he quasist at ic est inlates seem appropriate for uiodelilig t he dynamic 
behavior of the cavitation duriug the instability cycle. 
5.3 Comparison of Cavitation Dynamic Parameters 
To facilitate comparison with results obtained by previous investigators exploring the 
linstable behavior of cavitating pumps, tlie cavitation dyrlamic parameters can be rion- 
dirrlensionalized as 
Also, it is necessary to account for the f'act that in the case of a cavitating pump, the 
mass flow gain factor is based on tlie rriass flow rate entering the cross-sectional area of 
the pump. In contrast, tlle definition of Equation 5.4 is based on the mass flowing through 
t lie cross-sectional area of t lie entire test section. An adjustment is therefore necessary, 
increasilig the mass flow gaili factor conrputed for the propeller by a factor of r) = 2, 
the ratio of the test section area to the area of the propeller disc. 
After this adjustmeut , the ranges of the dimensio~rless cavitation compliance and di- 
rnerisioriless mass flow gain factor are determined to be K = 0.0 - 1.4 and M = 0.05 - 0.20 
for the advance ratios a i d  cavitation nunlbers investigated at n = 28.3 Hz .  At n = 
31.7 H z ,  these ranges irlcrease slightly to K = 0.0 - 1.6 and M = 0.0 - 0.4. For com- 
parison, ill the first theoret,ical calculation of these dynamic parameters for a cavitatirig 
inducer, Bren~ien arid Acosta (1976) obtained values in tlie ranges of K = 0.05 - 0.2 arid 
M = 0.6 - 0.8 for cavitation nurllbers above a = 0.02. Experirilental nieasurerrients by 
Brenlien, Meissner, Lo, and Hoffman (1982) for cavitating inducers at a = 0.2 yielded a 
larger ttypic:al value of K = 0.25, but similar values of M = 0.6. More recently, tlieoretical 
studies by Otsuka, Tsujimoto, Kamijo, ancl Furuya (1 (39 6) examined tlie potential fre- 
tluerrcy tfependerice of K and M .  At low frequencies arid a = 0.17, they obtained values 
of tlie order of K = 0.06 arid M = 0.6. These values offer reasonable agreement wit11 
those determined in the current work, since some differences would be expected given the 
geometrical differences between propellers and pumps. 
Finally, it shorild be noted that tlie dehrlitions of the dimensional parameters given 
in Equations 5.3 arid 5.4? and t herefort: the dimensionless parameters of Equations 5.7 
arid 5.8, are based on the test section static pressure. 1x1 contrast, the values encountered 
in tlie cavitating pump literature are more commonly based on the total pressure upstream 
of the pump. However. reviewing tlie definitions of tlie cavitation compliance, mass flow 
gain factor, and total pressure indicates that 
where the s~iperscripts T and S denote tlie values based on total pressure and static 
pressure, respectively. Here, the factor A is given by 
Choosing a typical value for the mean test section flow velocity of tir, = 3.75 n~s - '  yields 
a, value for this parameter of X = 0.02. This value demonstrates that, for the cavitating 
propeller, the cavitation dyrlarrlic pararrleters based on total and static pressure rnay be 
used interchangeably. 
5.4 Effect of Tip Vortex Participation 
As ilotecl in t lle descriptioil of t hc propeller inst ability giver1 in Chapter 3, t lie fluctuation 
in cavitation extent is not coilfiiied to the ca~itat~iorr oir the propeller blades, but also 
irlcludes the tip vortices downstream of the propellt'r. The definition of the cavitation 
conrpliailce given in Equation 5.3 indicates that the compliance scales linearly wit11 the 
total cavity volume. Thus, the fluctuations in tip vortex voluiile suggest a higher value of 
t lle car it at ion cornpliance tllair the calculations in Sect ion 5.2, which are based only on 
t hc cavity volume on the propeller blades. Whet ller or not tip vortex participation affects 
the rnass flow gain factor is less certain. The iiiass flow rate affects cavity volurne only 
through changing the effective anglc of attack of the propeller blades. Exactly how the tip 
vortex volume varies with changing efkctive angle of attack is not known, but it is likely 
that tlie rnass flow gain factor is also somewhat higher than estimated in Section 5.2. 
Quarltifying the effect of tlie tip vortices on tlie cavitation compliance is difficult, as 
measuriilg the variatioil in tip vortex volunle during the instability cycle is quite challeng- 
ing. F~lrthermore, the fact that the vortices can persist in time through several instability 
cycles complicates efforts to determine the total vortex length participating in the volu- 
metric fluctuations. Tliis situation is sin-rplified by noting from high speed movio footage 
that a substantial fluctuation of vortex diameter occurs over a distance ld = 0.50 rn down- 
strear11 froin the propeller. F-rirther downstreain, the vortices are inore poorly defined and 
the magnitude of fluctuation declines rapidly. Considering the helical geomct ry of the 
vortices, the participating vortex length is given by 
where is the velocity of the propeller wash, a quantity greater than tlie upstrearn 
tullnel velocity, Ut . Deternlining a vallie of U, = 5.5 nu-' from high speed movie footage 
and using a typical rotation speed of n = 30.8 H z  yields a participating vortex length 
of 1, = 10.5 rn. Also obtained from tlle movie footage is the variation in vortex cavity 
diameter during the iiistability cycle, approximately D,: = 2.0 - 7.5 mm. These nlinirnunl 
ant1 inaxirllum diarrieters and the participating vortex length imply a vortex cavity volume 
fiuctuation of I 1 = 2.1 x lom4 my This is n~ucll arger tllan the previously calculated vol- 
~inletric fluctuatioil on the propeller blades, / v,,,, I = 4.2 x 10-bn", potentially increasing 
tlle cavitation corriyliance by as much as a facttor of six. Implicit in this calculatioil is that 
the vortex volunie responds to fluctuating pressures in the sanle manner as the cavitation 
on tlrc propeller blades. This is probably not accurate. Nevertheless, the approxiirlation 
docs deinonstrate that the vortex voluine fluctuations are potentially very significaiit. 
It should be noted that including the tip vortex contributions would alter the calcu- 
lations ~llade in previous chapters that were based on the fluctuating voluine of I%,, 1 = 
4.2 x 10-%?. Most notably, the t:alculation in Section 4.3.4 of the test section inertance 
between the floor- and ceiling-mounted transducers, and the ailalysis in Section 4.4 of the 
pressure attenuation between these two trarlsducers are changed substantially. In both 
cases, tlle agreement betweeii the experiment ally and analytically determined quaxitit ies 
is dinliilisheci considerably. However, as the exact extent of tip vortex participation in the 
volui~let ric fllict uat ion remains uncert aim, these previous calculations rernain based on the 
lriore precisely determined fluctuating volume on the propeller blades. 
Chapter 6 
Combined Facility and Cavitation Dynamics 
Chapters 4 and 5 explored separately tlle  dynamic:^ of the facility arid the dynamics of 
the propeller cavitation. Coilsidered iildependently, ueit her the facility nor the cavitation 
dynaxlric.~ offer any insight into the origins of the observed instability. In this chapter, the 
two dyrlarrlic behaviors are considered together as part of a more complete model, and 
tlle origins of the instability are explored. 
6.1 Passive and Active Dynamics 
6.1.1 System Impedance 
Tlle facility dynamics developed in Chapter 4 are characterized by resistive, inertive, 
and compliant behaviors. Systems of this nature are termed passive systems, in that 
any fluctuations within the system will be dissipated in time without an external input 
of fluctuation mergy. This behavior can bc characterized mathematically based on the 
systelli irnpedanc:tl, Z. For all passive systems, R.e[Z] 2 0, with equality achieved only in 
the case of a systerrl with no resistance. 
The inclusion of the cavit at ioil dynarrlics significantly alters t lle character of the overall 
systerll dy~lanlics. The nature of this change is most clearly illustrated by corlsideriilg the 
sinlplifird syste~rl shown in Figure 6.1, consistiiig only of a source of fluctuating mass flow 
rate am1 the cavitation dynamics discussed in Chapter 5 .  Recalling tlle definitions of the 
Cavitation 
D y narnics 
Figure 6.1 : Schematic of system irlcluding only cavitation dynamics. 
cavitation dynamic parameters, a control volume arialysis yields 
Because the fluctuating mass flow rate at; station a is zero, the system impedance can be 
evaluated as 
More irnportarit ly, 
Recalling from Section 5.2 that the cavitation compliance and mass flow gain factor of the 
propeller cavitation are both positive, it is clear that this simplified system is charac~terizetl 
by a negative value of the real part of the system impedance. The simplified systern is thus 
an active system in that it! is capable of sustaining fluctuations without an external input 
of fluctuation energy, instead extracting the fluctuation energy from the steady fiow. This 
is in accord with the view of other ixlvestigators such as Brennen (1978) arid Tsujirnoto, 
Karnijo, and Yoshida (1993) who characterize cavitating pump instabilities as essentially 
arising fiom a positives insss flow gain factor. 
6.1.2 Fluctuation Energy Flux 
Thc active dynaiilics concept can also I,(: cast ill terms of the flux of fluctuatioil energy 
through a location witlliil the facility. As noted by Breimeii (1994), the total energy flux 
rnpT elitering a location is givcn by E~ = 7. The portion of this eilergy flux associated with 
tlle fluctuating flow quantities, tlie fluctuation energy flux, is given by 
In the case of location e in the systen.is show11 in Figures 4.1 and 6.1, this cluaiitity 
represeilts the net fluctuation energy provided to the system. If this quantity is negative, 
the system is an active syst,enl and a source of fluctuation energy. 
Not surprisingly, then, if the definition of the systeirl impedance given in Eqliat,ion 4.4 
is sul)stit~xted into Equation 6.5, it is apparent that 
- 
- -, 
T ~ T I I  E = - (Z+ Z), 
4P 
and therefore 
E - Re [Z] . (6.7) 
Thus, a system classified as active due to a negative real part of the system impedance is 
also active by virtue of being a source of fluctuation energy. 
6.2 Local Impedance 
Before the cornbined cavitation and facility dyilanlics can be analyzed, it is necessary 
to address the possible effects of the local inertance associated with the expansion and 
c~iltract~ioll of the cavit,y volume on the propeller blades. The nature of this inertailce 
can 1x3 uilderstood by considering a sinlplc spherical cavity as shown in Figure 6.2. As 
the cavity of radius R expands and contracts, it creates a fl~actuating mass flow rate, 
Figure 6.2: Schematic of local impedance. 
fn, traveliug radially outward from the cavity. Tlle associated pressures in the flow are 
atteltuated with increasing radius, due to tlie irlertive nature of the fluid mass beyond the 
cavity surface. By applying a control volume analysis to the spherical shell geornetry of 
Figure 6.2, it can be seer1 that 
Irltegrati~ig tliis diserelltial pressure drop from the cavity surface to the far field yields an 
expression for the pressure attenuation of 
where PR and fioo are the fluctuating pressures at the cavity surface and in the far field, 
respectively. 111 tliis expression, the local inertance, L,, is given by 
Equations 6.9 and 6.10 are together equivalemt to Equation 3.9, the expression for the far 
field pressure predicted by the three-dinicl-isio11al model. The local irierta~ice thus incor- 
poratxs the locally three-dime~lsional effects into the one-dime~lsional model of the facility 
dyna~liics. The result is tlie conlbined one- and three-dimensional approach described in 
Sectiorl 3.3.8. 
Choosing ari appropriate cavity radius for tlie propeller cavitation is difficult, as thr: 
cavity shape on the propeller blades is far frorn the sp1ieric:al configuration assumed in 
Figure 6.2. F u r t l i e r ~ ~ ~ ~ r e ,  any such cavity radius cliailges dramat.ically t liroughout t hr 
instability cbycle. The actual local inertarice is therefore time variant, with ally value 
obtained froni Equat ioli 6.10 representing a mean value. Nonet lieless, an estimate of the 
local iriertance can be obtained by assuming that the total cavity volllnie beliaves as a 
spherical source when viewed fro111 a sufficient distarice in the far field. Based on the 
cavity volume estimat,es of Section 3.3.8, a mean cavity volume of fi,*,,, = 5.0 x 10-%n3 
is obtained, implying a mean cavity radius of R,,,, = 23 ~nlrr and a local inertance of 
L/ = 3.5 n l , - l .  
6.3 Modeling of the System 
6.3.1 Full Model 
Figure 6.3 shows a scllernatic represent at ion of the cornbirled facility arid cavitation dy- 
namics. Here, point e is taker1 to be a location witliili the test section beyond the effects 
of the local inertarice but near enough to the propeller that the riiajority of the tunnel 
iriertance lies exterior to tlie portion of the test section betweeri the propeller arld point e. 
Because the cavitation dynarrlic parameters of Chapter 5 were deterrnirred wit 11 pressure 
rrieas~~rerrierits from rnariorrleter taps at such a location, it is possible to write a set of 
equations governing the beliavior of the flow at point e without reference to the local 
inert ance. S p ecifically, 
wliere $:, $:, rizu, and Y ~ L ,  are the fluctuating total pressures and niass flow rates at 
y oirlts u arid e,  respectively. In this sense, tlie cavitation dynamic parameters developed 
in Chapter 5 already inczorporate the effects of the local inertance, and the difficulties of 
cot 
Figure 6.3: Schenlatic of facility aild cavitation dyilamics. 
Section 6.2 in estimating this parameter are immaterial. 
Employing Equations 6.11 and 6.12 ill conjunc*tion with the standard rules for sim- 
plifying resistive, inductive, and capacitive networks allows for the solnt ion of the system 
irnpetlance at point e. The inlyedailce is given by 
( L ~ c , w ~  - l)Zc 
Z =  7 
M* - Zc(Ct + K * )  w - 1 I 
(6.13) 
-1  where ~ 1 - '  = Lt, + L ~ ~ - ~  and Z, is the impedance of the connecting pipe and overflow 
tank, 
Figure 6.4 sllows the real part of this systenl impedance at various frequencies. In gen- 
erating this plot, values for K* and nil* were obtairied froin the calculations presented 
in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 at the typical instability conditions of rz = 30.8 H z ,  J = 0.64 
10-I 1 oO 1 o1 
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Figure 6.4: R,eal part of system impedance for combined dynamics model. The results of 
tlic full model of Figure 6.3 (--- ) and the simplified model of Figure 6.5 (--) are shown. 
and a = 0.16. Matching this advance ratio and cavitation number required only a small 
extrapolation of the data in Figure 5.2, yielding values of K* = 4.5 x low6 r r w 2  arld 
M* = 4.5 x at ? L  = 28.3 H z .  The calculations of Figure 5.3, however, extend 
only to an advance ratio of J = 0.9, requiring a more uncertain extrapolation to obtain 
values of K* = 10 x 10-%msZ and M* = 10 x s at r ,  = 31.7 Hz .  Finally, intrrpo- 
lating between thcse values to the appropriate propeller rotatioil speed gave the values of 
K* = 5.9 x 10-%sZ and M* = 5.9 x loe4 s used in producing Figure 6.4. As suggested 
in Section 4.2.3, the tunnel compliance was chosen to 1)r Ct = 5 x vnrs2, a value 
providing tlle correct system natural frequency determined in the varying overflow tank 
pressure experiments of Figure 4.10. The estimates of Table 4.3 were used to evalriate the 
remaining parameters, tllougll tlie resistive effects lrave initially been onlit ted from the 
c~al(:ula,tioil. 
Iinnlediately apparent frorn Figure 6.4 is that tlie real part of tlle system irnpedarlce 
is negattive over two frequency ranges cerltered at approxinlately f = 0.12 Hz and f = 
25 Hz. Tllc cavitation dyilanlics disc:ussed in Section 6.1 are still evident, but with 
the addition of the facility dynamics, tlle positive activity llas been limited to these two 
frequency ranges. The trough at f = 0.12 Hx (:orresponds to the natural freqnency 
discussed in Section 4.2.2. The particular value of f = 0.12 Hz can be confirmed in 
Figure 4.10 given the overflow tank pressure of fit = 18.2 kPo, associated wit,h the reduced 
test section pressure during the instability experiments. 
Most irnyortantly, the trough at f = 25 Hz seenls a probable explanatiorl far the pro- 
peller iustability. At this frequency, tlle corrlbinatioii of facility and cavitation dynamics 
results in the creation of fluctuatiorl energy and t llerefore pot elltially unstable behavior 
of the cavitation on the propeller. However, there is a large discrepancy between the 
frequency of this trough and the typical experimentally observed iilstability frequency of 
j' = 10 Hz. 
6.3.2 Simplified Model 
Further insight into the behavior of the corr~bined facility and cavitation dynamics systems 
near this trough car1 be gained by considering the beha,vior of the simplified systern shown 
in Figlire 6.5, where the overflow tank and its c:onnecting pipe have been removed from the 
system. Mat hemat ically, this correspoilds to assunrliilg tlie impedance Z,: of Equation 6.13 
to be infinite, thereby removing the pole of the systern impedance associated with the 
connecting pipe and overflow tank behavior. As derrlonstrated in Figure 6.4, whicll also 
includes the sys tern iirrpedance based on this siiilplified network, the siirlplificat ion has 
no significant irlipact on tlle behavior of the system at lliglier frequencies. The resulting 
Figure 6.5: Scl-rematic of simplified facility and cavitat,ion dynamics. 
algebraic expression for the system impedance at point e is greatly simplified, with 
CtM*w - (Ct + K*)  I 
where once again L~- '  = Lt,,-' + 
The non-zero positive polesof this impedance are cornplex due to the presence of the 
term in the denomillator associated with the mass flow gain factor. However, this term is 
rather small compared to the other two terms of the denominator, arrd thus a reasonable 
approximatioil of the pole location is 
Further, since Ct >> K*, the pole is esseritially determined by 
The location of this pole is also the location of the trough in the real part of the systerri 
irupedance sliowrl in Figure 6.4. Evaluating Equation 6.17 yields a frequency of f = 
25.0 Hz. Irl coniparison, the exact frequency of tlie trough in Figure 6.4 is f = 25.2 Hz ,  
indic:atirlg that the approximation is quite accurate. 
As an aside, this analysis can be applied to cavitating pumps to llelp explain the 
c>xperirnental obscrvat ions of Brenne~l (19 94) that the auto-oscillatiou frequency for many 
different inlpellers is roughly proportional to o i . It is clear from Equatiou 6.17 that since 
K* is roughly inversely proportional to cr (Brennen, Meissner, Lo, and Hoffrnan 1982), 
the predicted auto-oscillation frequency will be proportional to 0 . 
Equation 6.17 reveals that the location of the trough in the real part of the system 
irrlpedarlce is not dependent on the value chosen for the tuiinel compliance, Cf . This is 
fortunate given the difficulties encountered in accurately estirrratiug this parameter. The 
location of the trougli is, however, dependent on the value of the cavitation compliance, 
and this pararrleter is also not known with great precision. As noted in Section 5.2, tlle 
vdues obtained from the stable propeller estimates are only quasistatic estimates, wllile 
tlle instability is a dyrlarliic phenomenon. Moreover, a substantial extrapolation of this 
data was required in Section 6.3.1 to obtain an estimate of this pa,rarrleter at the instability 
conditions. Finally, and perllaps most importantly, there are the possible effects of tip 
vortex part icipatiou in the volumetric fluctuations during the instability cycle. 
6.4 Effect of Tip Vortex Participation 
As discussed in Section 5.4, the participation of the tip vortices in the volumetric fluctll- 
ations would irlcrease tlle cavitation compliance. This would reduce tlle predicted insta- 
bility frequency, w,, perhaps closer to the observed value. Figure 6.6 shows the effect of 
increasing the cavitation cornpliance on the real part of the system irnpedanee calculated 
for the sinlplified systerrl of Figure 6.5. As anticipated by Equation 6.17, tlie location 
of the trougli moves to lower frequencies. A hctor of six irlcrease in the compliance, as 
estimated in Section 5.4, results in a trough at a frequency of f = 10.4 Hz.  This indicates 
that including the effect of tip vortex participation can bring the inst ability freqllency 
predicted by the combined facility and cavitation dytiarnics rnodel into good agreement 
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Figure 6.6: Real part of systenl impedance for various cavitation compliances. Three 
curves are shown for cavitation compliance values of one, three, and six tinies the value 
in Figure 6.4. 
wit li the experilnerit ally observed frequency. 
6.5 Variation of the Instability Frequency 
As discussed in Section 3.3.7, the Strouhal frequency did not adequately predict the 
variations in instability frequency seer1 with both varying advance ratio and cavitation 
~nnrlber. This suggested that a mechanism other than vortex shedding was responsible 
for deternlining the frequency of the instability. 
Inspectioll of Figures 5.2 and 5.3 reveals that the cavitation cornpliance decreases 
with increasing advance ratio. Based on Equation 6.17 and as illustrated in Figure 6.6, 
this results in a higher i~~stability frequeilcy. This trend is corisistent with that of Fig- 
nrc. 3.17, where tlie expcrinientally observed instability frequency does indeed increase 
with increasing advance ratio. Also, the cavitation coq)liance decreases with increasillg 
c:avi tat ion number, again result ing in a higlier instability frequeuc y. Unlike the S trouhal 
freqnency, this variatiorl does offer an explanation of the trend seen in Figure 3.18, where 
the instability frequency is found to increase with iiicreasing cavitation nuniber . These 
c:orrespondences strongly support the not ion that the instability frequency is in fact de- 
termined by tlie location of the trough in t,lrc: real part of the system ilripedance. 
It is also worth noting here, as irl Sectiorl 3.3.6, that tlie observed instability fre- 
quency did not change wit11 increasing illstability intensity. This provides some evidence 
that although the instability is surely a highly non-linear phenomenon, the linear model 
developed here is adequate in predicting not, orlly the frequency of the instability at onset 
but at greater irltensities as well. 
6.6 Effect of Resistance 
Tlic arlalyses of Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 did not include any system resistances. Not 
surprisingly, inclusion of these resistarices tends to illcrease the real part of the inipedance 
at all frequerlcies, but these effects are especially dramatic and also more coniplex near the 
trough detailed in Section 6.3.2. Figure 6.7 sllows tlie real part of the system impedance for 
various values of t lie tunnel resistances. Here, the upst ream and downstream resistances, 
Rt,, arid Rtd, are assumed equal, and tlie cavitation cornpliallce is evaluated including the 
component contributed by t hr tip vortex cavitation. The syster~i mpedance is calculated 
for several values of the non-dimensional damping parameter, 
wlrsrp = + is all effective resistance based on the parallel combination 
of t,llc upstream and downstream resistances. This pararireter represents a ratio of the 
resistive effects opposilig unstal3le behavior to the dynamic charactxristic driving tlie 
hi* instability, the quantity F .  
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Figure 6.7: Effect of resistance on real part of system impedance. The real part of the 
systJern impedance is sllown for several values of the parameter (, irlcludiilg the critical 
value of (" = I ,  with Rt, = JZtd .  
It is apparent from Figure 6.7 that tlle system impedanct? undergoes a dramatic tran- 
sitioir at < = 1. Tlie well defined trough trausforms in toa  dranlatic positive peak in the 
real part of the system impedance. At the value of ( = 1.25, the real part of the system 
impeda1ic:e does regain negative values at higher frequencies, but thc amplitude of these 
negative values is several orders of magnitude lower t hall those of the trough present wheu 
( < 1. For sufficiently higll values of (, the real part of the systerrl impedance remains 
positive across all frequencies. 
The tt~ililel resistance estimate of Table 4.3, obtained initially from tnilnel geometry 
arld then revised based on the cxperimeiltally determined facility response, results in 
a darnping value of C = 2.0. Based on this estimate, it would seeni tlle facility has 
sutticient resistance to effectively darnp out ally poteiit,ially unstable behavior. However, 
this estiiiiatc of 5 is based oil a cavitation compliance iiicludirig the effects of tip vortex 
participation. If these eEects are not considered in est iniat ing the cavitation complianc:e, 
a vallic of C = 0.33 is obtained. As showri ill Section 6.4, thougli, this reduced valuc of the 
cavitation corrip1iaiic:e does not c:orrectly predict the experiineritally observed instability 
frequency. Tlie value of < would also 1)e lowered by aii increased value of the inass flow 
gain kctor. As noted in Section 5.4, this parameter inay be larger than tho estimate used 
liere due to tlict effects of tip vortex participation. Finally, it is possible tliat tlie value of 
the t unncl resistance estirriated iii Table 4.3 is too large. 
If t lie ups treani and downst reani resistances are not assurried eqrlal, tlie betiavior of t lie 
system iinpedance becomes sigriificantly more complicated. Figlire 6.8 shows ttie real part 
of tlie systerri iriipedance at various ratios of ~ipstreaiii to downstream tunnel resistance. 
Despite the fact that all three curves are generated for a damping value of C = 1.0, the 
case of a lesser upstream resistaricc results in unstable behavior. In contrast, a greater 
upstream resistance results in stable beliavior. Thus, the rnodel predicts that unstable 
behavior is favored by a relatively smaller lipstrearn resistance. Tliis directly contradicts 
laboratory observstioiis, where the presence of the gear case upstream of the propeller, 
which presuniably increases the upstream resistaiice, was necessary for observatioii of the 
instability. 
6.7 Modeling of the Far Field Pressure 
Sectioii 3.3.8 deiiioristrates that a model iiicorporating only the fluctuating cavity volume 
is iliatiequate for predicting the pressures generated by the iiistability and tliat a riiodel 
incorporatiiig tlie facility dynamics is needed to explain the drarriatic pressure fluctuatioris 
that were observed experinlentally. Such a model was devtrtloped in Chapter 4, with tlie 
resultiiig system irnpedanc:e, including the effect of tho estimated resistances, shown iri 
Figure 4.19. Tliis rnodel yields a magnitude of the syst,em impedance of I ZI = 354 m-ls-' 
at the iiistability of frequency of f = 10 Hz.  Based 0x1 Equations 4.1 arid 4.4, it is clear 
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Figure 6.8: Effect of urlbalanced upstream and d owns trealrl resistarlces. The real part of 
tho system inlpedancc is shown for several values of with (" = 1.0. 
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yielding a fluctuating pressure amplitude of lp, 1 = 934 Pa. This is significantly lower 
thall the observed amplitndes, which were as high as Ifit/ = 10 kPa. 
However, as demonstrated, the inclusion of t lle cavitatiorl dynamics in colribinat ion 
with the facility dynarnics yields a very diff'cmnt systerrl irnpedance. Shown in Figure 6.9 
is the magnitude of the systern irnpedance for the system of Figure 6.3. Easily distin- 
guished is the peak in the impedance at a frequency of ,f = 10.4 Hx. Of course, the 
exact magnitude of the i~npedance at this frequency, and therefore the predicted arnpli- 
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Figure 6.9: Magnitude of system impedance for cornl)i~led dynamics rnodel. / Z / is shown 
for the system of Figure 6.3. 
tude of the fluctuating pressures, will l)e determined by the value of the damping factor 5'. 
The diffic~ilt ies encountered in estiniat ing all three parameters affecting 5' make a nurner- 
ical comparison of the predicted and observed fluctuating pressure amplitudes difficult. 
However, a value of I Z /  = 1 x lo4 m-'s-' can be estimated from Figure 6.9. yielding a fluc- 
tuating pressure arliplitude of I@, 1 = 26 kPa .  This is somewhat greater than the 10 k P a  
amplitude observed experinlentally, a fact that is rrrost likely attributable to non-linear 
resistances riot represented in the linear model. It is nonetheless clear that the corrlbirled 
hcility and cavitation dy~ianlics model provides a magnitude of the system impedance 
capable of yielding the very dramatic anxplitudes that were observed experimeritally. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
The current research effort has proven successful in identifying and describing a previ- 
ously unreported surge instability on a cavitating model propeller. Tlle dynamics of tlie 
instability were investigated with a special effort to separate propeller cavitation dynarri- 
ics and the dyriaiiiics of the surrounding facility. The uncertainty in est irriating inariy 
of tlie parameters e~icouiltered places limits on detailed characterization of the model. 
Nonetheless, the work provides inally valuable conclusions and suggests topics fur firt ure 
study. 
Summary of Thesis Work 
Surnmarized below are the principal results and conelusions presented in the currerlt work. 
o T h e  stable cavitating pei-forrnnnce of the propeller. exhibited dependence not onlg o n  
the udllance ratio and ca?litation number* but also o n  the propeller rotation speed. The 
cavitatioii extent increased with decreasing advance ratio and cavitation number. 
However, with tliese quantities coiist,ant, substantial variations in the cavitation 
extent were observed with changing propeller rotation speed. 
The  behavior. of the prvpeller at yaw indicated that the cavitation exten,t closely 
t r ~ ~ c k e d  thc e fect ive  angle of attack of the prLopeller blades. The variaticxi in cavita- 
tion extent with angular location during operation at yaw was consistent with the 
quasistatic predictions of an effective angle of attack calculation. In the case of the 
lligliest yaw angles explored, variations in excess of that predicted by the effective 
angle of at,tack suggested tl-ze possibility of additiorial cavitation dynamics. 
A preziiously unseen cu~iitation surge instability via,s observed with the propeller op- 
erutin,g downstream o,f the supporting gear cuse. The instability was characterized 
by a periodic fluctuation in the cavitation extent both on the propeller blades and 
in the tip vortices. The noise generated by the instability was dominated by a single 
low frequency, typically around f = 10 Hi:. This rrlatched the visually oli>si?rved 
frequency of the fluctuation in cavity volume. 
T h e  instability showed re-entran,t jet behavior characteristic of three-dirrt~ensioml 
swept hydrofoils. Irk particular, the nature of cavity closure inboard and outboard 
of t,lie point of re-entrant jet impingemeut on the leading edge was similar to that 
reported by previous investigators. 
The  general nature, onset,  and reduced frequency o f  the instability were s in~i lar  to  
partial cavity instabilitp observations o n  two-dimensional hydrofoils. The reduced 
frequency calculated for the propeller instability showed reasonable agreement to 
that reported in previous hydrofoil studies. The onset of the propeller instal)ility, 
like the partial cavity instability. appeared closely correlated to the ratio of the 
cavity length on a propeller blade to the blade chord. 
T h e  measured fluctuating pressures correspond closely to  the z~olum~etric acceleration, 
imposed upon the flow. Tlie voluruetric acceleration, calc~rlated frorri cavity length 
rneasurernents over an instability cycle, tracked t lie frequency, phase, and shape of 
the pressure ~neasured on the test section floor. 
A model developed ,for the facilitp dynarr~ics oflerea! good agreerrlent with the experi- 
mentally measured dynamics of thc facility. The predictions of a lumped parameter 
vvlodel incorporating resistive, inertive, and compliant behaviors closely matched 
the observed natural frequency and forced response of the facility. The proposed 
model illustrated the: importance of the tunnel compliance in determining the facility 
d yriarrlics. 
Estimates of the cavitation compliance and rrmss flow gairl, ,factor suggested th,at the 
inc:l?~~sion f t l ~ c  cauity d?jr~umics i12 a corr~prehensive system model would result in 
active system dynamics. Using cavitation extent nreasurernents made during stable 
propeller op eration, yuasistatic estiirlates were obtained for the cavitation corrlpli- 
ante and Elass flow gain factor. The values obtained offered reasonable agreerliellt 
with those obtained in investigations of cavitating pump instabilities. A system con- 
taining only the cavitation dynamics was characterized by a negative real part of 
trht: systerrl inqxdarlce. This implied an irlcreasing fluctuation energy and therefore 
unstable system bellavior. 
A comprehensive model incorporat i~~g both the facility and cavitation dyn,arnics pre- 
dicted the ~~rbstable cavitating behavior. The rrlodel exhibited a negative real part of 
tile system impedance across narrow frequericy ranges centered about two distinct 
frequencies. It was hypotllesized that one of these fre<luencies corresponded to the 
observed unstable cavitating behavior. 
Tlt,e prtdicted instability frequency was highly dependent o n  the estimated illalue of th,e 
ca~litation conzpliunce. The frequerlcy predicted with tlle initial estirrlate of the cav- 
it at ion compliance was significantly higher t hall the observed instability frequency. 
Inclusion of the Auctuat ing tip vortex volurrie in the cavitation compliance est irnate 
resulted in excellent agreement between tho predicted and observed frequencies. 
The rnoclel ofered insight in to  the vur*intion o f  the instability frequency. The pre- 
dicted variations in instability frequency with cavitation riurrlber and advance ratio 
rrlatched the experinlent ally observed trends. In contrast, these variations were rrot 
fiilly explained by an analysis liypothesizing vortex shedding as the deterrninirlg 
factor of the instability frequency. 
The  model predicted thu,t the irrstability will not  occur above a critical value of the 
tunnel resistance. Above this critical value of the tunnel resistance, t he negative real 
part of the system irnpedarlce became positive, and the system dynamics therefore 
transitioned from active to inactive. 
T h e  model does n o t  explairt, why th,e irsstability only occurs with the propelles. n ~ o u n t r d  
downstream of t h ~  gear case. Tlie model rllore strongly favored unstable bellavior 
when the dowtlstrea~~i resistance exceeds the upstream resistance. This implied that, 
the instability should have occurred with the propeller rr~ou~ited upstream of the 
added resistance of the supportirlg gear case. This was in direct contradictio~i with 
experimental observations. It rernained possible that t lie instability was triggered, 
but not sustained, by irregularities in the gear case wake. 
I t  could n o t  be est(.blished that the  Zir~ear resistive lurnped pararr~~eters adequately 
captured the  resistive behavior o f  the facility. Moreover, tlie precise value of the 
linearized resistarlces could not be determixled precisely. Thus, the validity of pre- 
dict ions based 011 resistive behaviors rernained uncertain. 
T h e  peak. i n  the systenz irr~peda~zce at  the  predicted instability frequency adequntely 
p d i c t s  the  largr arnplitude of the  .fl~rctuating pressures observed during the instabil- 
i ty .  Tllc added resonance associated with the instability more closely matched t lle 
observed pressure fluctuations than a model incorporating only tlie facility dynam- 
ics. 
7.2 Future Research 
Tlie remaining uncertainty in several of the results and filldings detailed above suggests 
several topics for future investigations. First, although the luniped para~lirter model uti- 
lized in the current work proved adequate in most respects, it is possible that a distributed 
parameter approach would offer more insight into tlie nature of the facility dynamics. This 
would also allow for more p recise representation of the tunnel compliance. In addit ion, ef- 
forts sllould be made to better u~iderstantl thc eff'ects on t he turit~el compliance of trapped 
arid dissolved air within the facility. Finally, it is possible that the resistive behavior of 
tllr facility could be more accurately determined through the use of non-linear resistatice 
models. 
It reulains unclear after the preseut analysis whether or not a similar instability will 
occur iti the environr~ient. downstream of a ship hull. The current work only reveals 
t)llat the likelillood of an instability is strongly dependent on tlie nature of the dynamics 
sl~rrounding the cavitatirrg device. A rlatural exterlsiori of the work, then, would be a 
study to deternrirle the cavitation dynamic parariir?ters ancl a model for t lie dynarnics in 
tlle wake of a ship hull. 
More generally. the preserlt work is a testarrlent to the irxiportance of facility dynamics 
iri determilling the rlat ure of dynamic: cavitation phenornc?rla. Future investigators of sucll 
plienonlena sliould take (:are to consider tlzese effects. 111 particular, it is riecessary to 
deter~rlirie if the cavitating device is characterized by cavitatiou dynarnic parameters that 
could potentially lead to active systerrl dynamics. Only then can conclusions be drawn 
regarding the true origins of an observed dynamic cavitation phenomeuon. 
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